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ABSTRACT
A study was made of the stratigraphy and Ostracoda 
of the Gulf Cretaceous Brownstovm and Tok1*© formations 
of southwest Arkansas as part of a project by the Gradu­
ate School of Geology, Louisiana State University, to 
better understand the Upper Cretaceous stratigraphy of 
the Arkansas-Texas area.
Surface sections of the Brcwnstov.ti and Tnkio were 
measured, described and systematically sampled wherever 
the formations were sufficiently well exposed. A diagram­
matic east-west stratig"iphie section of the Tokio, based 
on surface sections, is presented to Illustrate the facies 
changes experienced by the formation. In addition, three 
regional subsurface stratigraphic sections were constructed 
to demonstrate the relationship of the Brownstown and 
Tokio to adjacent formations and to illustrate the cor­
relation of the Arkansas section with east Texas and north­
west Louisiana,
The presence of an unconformity was demonstrated 
near the middle of the Tokio formation in southwest Ar­
kansas which divides the formation into an upper and a 
lower member. The lower member is truncated and over­
lapped in a northeasterly direction.
A sequence of interbedded chalk and chalky marl 
within the Brownstown formation of Arkansas is considered 
to be the eastward extension of the Gober Chalk of Texas, 
This suggests that the portion of the Brownstown which 
overlies this chalk sequence in southwest Arkansas is 
younger than the Brownstown formation of Texas since the 
bare of the Gober Chalk marks the top of the Brownstown 
in Texas,
The basal portion of the Brownstown formation is 
considered to have been deposited ir. a partially restricted 
basin environment. This resulted in the exclusion of 
an abundant fauna from the lower Brownstown and is prob­
ably responsible for the absence cf Exogyra ponderosa 
from the basal portion of the formation. The lowest ob­
served occurrence of E. ponderosa at the surface in this 
area is approximately thirty feet above the base of the 
Brownstown,
A total of kO species of Ostracoda representing 17 
genera were described and illustrated from surface sam­
ples of the Brownstown and Tokio formations collected 
in southwest Arkansas and southeast Oklahoma, Of these,
20 species have not been previously described. Four 
species of Ostracoda from the Brownstown and one species 
from the Tokio are considered to be reliable markers for 
these formations in this area.
On the basis of the Ostracoda, it is concluded that 
the Tokio formation is of the same age as the type Austin 
of Texas, that the type Brownstown formation is partially 
equivalent to both the upper portion of the type Austin 
and the basal portion of the type Lower Taylor groups 
of Texas, and that there is no hiatus in the Arkansas 
section which is equivalent to the tyre Austin-Taylor 
contact In Texas.
INTRODUCTION
In an attempt to furnish a more nearly complete under­
standing of the Upper Cretaceous deposits of southwest Ar­
kansas and east Texas, a groun of graduate students at 
Louisiana 3tate University has undertaken a systematic fau- 
r.al and stratigraphic study of the Ur»per Cretaceous sequence 
in this area. It was the writer’s privilege to investigate 
the rt rat i graph y an* c 3* r ac <■da e-f tie Brownstown and Tckio 
formations of southwest Arkansas a* a part cf this project.
The field work for this investigation was conducted 
during the summer and fall o r I'dt* and the summer of 1957# 
The Brownstown and Tokio formations were traced throughout 
the extent of their outcrop in southwest Arkansas and 
sections were measured and systematically sampled wherever 
the formations were sufficiently well exposed. In addi­
tion, numerous trips were made into east Texas and south­
east Oklahoma to observe the Upper Cretaceous deposits in 
these areas.
Because of dense vegetation, moderate relief of the 
area, and the gentle dip of the formations (60 to 70 feet 
per mile), no continuous exposure of a complete section 
of either the Brownstown or the Tokio formation is found 
anywhere in southwest Arkansas. This, coupled with the 
lack of recognizable lithic or faunal marker beds within
1
2these formations, made it necessary to resort to subsurface 
information to determine the relationship between individ­
ual exposures. Fortunately, there was sufficient United 
States Geological Survey topographic coverage of the area 
to determine the location and elevation of the majority 
of the partial sections measured,and subsurface control 
was sufficient to determine the structure in most areas. 
Plate I shows the distribution of the outcrop of the 
Brownstown and Tokio formations in southwest Arkansas 
and the location of all measured sections referred to 
in this report. Plate II shows the stratigraphic posi­
tion of the samples collected for faunal study.
GENERAL STRATIGRAPHY 
The Upper Cretaceous deposits of southwest Arkansas 
have a maximum thickness of approximately 1300 feet and 
cropout within a belt approximately 70 miles long in the 
extreme southwest portion of the state. The formations 
become thinner to the east and are progressively over­
lapped by younger beds which results in a marked eastward 
narrowing of the outcrop (figure 1).
To the west, the outcrop of the Upper Cretaceous 
formations in southwest Arkansas is terminated by the 
Red River and Little River alluvial valleys which sepa­
rate the Cretaceous outcrop in Arkansas from that in east 
Texas (figure 1). This interruption of the continuity 
of the outcrop, coupled with the variation in facies ex­
perienced by these deposits, has made surface correlations 
between southwest Arkansas and east Texas extremely ques­
tionable. Consequently, this report has largely been 
restricted to southwest Arkansas. The writer's concept 
of the subsurface correlation of the Arkansas section 
with that of east Texas, based on llthology and electri­
cal log character, is presented on plate IV.
On the basis of gross llthology, the entire Upper 
Cretaceous sequence of southwest Arkansas can be divided 
into two units, a lower clastic unit consisting of gravel,
•if)
fit.... .
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4sand, and arenaceous clay, and an upper calcareous unit 
of marl and chalk (figure 2). Originally, the clastic 
deposits which constitute the lower part of the Upper 
Cretaceous in this area were considered a single forma­
tion and was referred to as the Bingen Sand (Hill, 1888; 
Veatch, 1906; Miser and Purdue, 1919). This clastic se­
quence has been subsequently divided into an upper unit 
of quartz sand and arenaceous clay with a basal bed of 
chert gravel termed the Tokio formation and a lower unit, 
composed largely of volcanic material, considered to be 
equivalent to the Woodbine of Texas (Dane 1929). However, 
Hazzard (1939) disagreed with this correlation and con­
sidered this volcanic sequence to be equivalent to the 
Sagle Ford of Texas. Hazzard applied the name Centerpoint 
volcanics to these deposits for the excellent exposures 
in the vicinity of Centerpoint, Howard County, Arkansas.
The upper calcareous portion of the Upper Cretaceous 
in this area was originally divided, in ascending order, 
into the Brownstown, Annona, and Marlbrook formations 
(Hill 1888, 1894). Subsequent work has demonstrated the 
presence of additional breaks within this sequence which 
has resulted in the division of the Brownstown into the 
Brownstown (Restricted) and Ozan formations and the Marl­
brook into the Marlbrook (Restricted) and Saratoga forma­
tions (Dane, 1929). Also, the overlying Nacatoch and 
Arkadelphia formations are now known to be Cretaceous 
in age and are included in the Upper Cretaceous (Gulf
5Series)* Figure 2 shows the presently accepted divisions 
of the Upper Cretaceous deposits of southwest Arkansas*
U H  ER CRETACEuUS FORMAT I1. NS
SOUTHWEST ARKANSAS
FORMATION 
ARK ADELI HIA MARL
r; AC A TOC II SAND
SARATOGA CHAT
MARLBROOK 
(Restricted)
ANNoNA CHALK 
(Restricted)
CZAN
BROWNSTOWN 
(Restricted)
TOKIO
CENTERPOINT VOLCANICS
GENERALIZED LITHCLOGY
Dark gray marl with beds of 
limestone, chalk and calcare­
ous sandstone.
Fine grained, yellow to gray, 
calcareous sand, very glau­
conitic in part, generally 
cross-bedded, with beds of 
arenaceous limestone and gray 
mar] .
Chalk and chalky marl, very 
fossili ferous , basal on-- foot 
is veryr glauconitic and con­
tains numerous phesphatic 
nodules.
Lark bluish gray chalky marl. 
White bedded and massive chalk.
Gray, arenaceous marl with beds 
of chalk and calcareous sand­
stone, basal portion is fine to 
coarse grained glauconitic, cal­
careous sand termed Buck range 
Sand member.
Gray, arenaceous, micaceous 
marl.
Massive and cross-bedded, red, 
gray, or white, fine to coarse 
grained sard and gray and white 
arenaceous, micaceous clay with 
a basal bed of chert gravel.
Tuffaceous sand and red and 
gray arenaceous clay with in­
bedded gravel.
FIGURE 2
TOKIO FORMATION
The deposits which constitute the Tokio formation 
were originally grouped with the underlying Eagle Ford 
sands and clays and termed the Bingen Sand by Hill (1866) 
and, because of their predominantly clastic nature, were 
considered to be Tertiary in age. Veatch in 1906, cor­
rectly established the Cretaceous age of these beds but 
still regarded them as a single formation. Miser and 
Purdue (1919) referred to the "Bingen Sand" as the "Bingen 
formation" and designated the upper 100 to 150 feet of 
quartz sand as the Tokio member. Dane (1929) elevated 
the Tokio to formational rank and redefined it by includ­
ing at its base a gravel bed 30 to 2*0 feet thick; the 
remainder of the original Bingen formation has subsequently 
been named the Centerpoint volcanics (Hazzard, 1939)*
The type locality of the Tokio formation Is in the vicin­
ity of the settlement of Tokio in northern Hempstead County, 
Arkansas (plate 1).
STRATIGRAPHY
The Tokio formation is represented in the western 
part of its outcrop in southwest Arkansas by 350 to 375 
feet of gray, micaceous, lignitic clay with several beds 
of red, brown, and white quartz sand and a basal bed of
7gravel (plate II). The exact thickness of the gravel In 
this area is not known, however, Dane (1929) estimated 
its thickness to be between 10 and 20 feet. All of the 
clay samples examined are highly micaceous containing 
numerous euhedral grains of muscovite. The sands are 
both massive and bedded and consist of fine to medium, 
angular to subrounded, grains of quartz with a large per­
centage of heavy minerals. The gravels are composed mainly 
of novaculite but also contain numerous pebbles of igneous 
and metaraorphic rock, Dane (1929) points out that the 
Tokio formation becomes thinner and increasingly arena­
ceous eastward and the basal gravel bed increases to*more 
than 25 feet in thickness. The sands become coarser, 
predominantly cross bedded and more ferruginous.
Considering the east-west facies change experienced 
by the Tokio formation, Dane (1929) states that the west­
ern argillaceous facies extends eastward into the arena­
ceous facies in three poorly defined tongues. He states 
that the lowest tongue is near the base of the formation 
just above the basal gravels, another tongue is near the 
middle of the formation, and the third is at the top of 
the formation and includes some glauconitic sand and lenses 
of hard, calcareous, fine grained sandstone.
The writer constructed a composite measured section 
of the Tokio in the western portion of the outcrop (plate 
II) and it was seen that, above the basal gravel bed,
the lower half of the formation is predominantly an argil­
laceous unit; the upper half consists of a series of ar­
gillaceous intervals separated by more arenaceous beds.
The uppermost arenaceous unit observed in this area is 
approximately 10 feet below the top of the formation and 
contains the calcareous sandstone lenses referred to by 
Dane. If this uppermost arenaceous interval is grouped 
with the adjacent arenaceous clays, this section can be 
roughly divided into three argillaceous units separated 
by more arenaceous beds in accordance with Dane*s concept 
of three argillaceous tongues (plate II). Because of 
poor exposures and the difficulty of determining the 
stratigraphic position of isolated exposures, it was 
impossible to thoroughly check Dane^ hypothesis of three 
eastward extending argillaceous tongues, however, as shown 
in figure 3» this generally seems to be correct.
The interval of calcareous sandstone lenses developed 
near the top of the Tokio formation is considered to be 
equivalent to the Blossom sand of Texas (Dane, 1929; Haz­
zard, 1939) and is thought to be a correlative of the 
upper Tokio sand developed in the subsurface of the Ar- 
kansas-Louisiana-Texas area (plates III, IV).
A pronounced unconformity exists at the base of the 
Tokio as evidenced by the widely varying age of the de­
posits upon which the formation comes to rest. In Howard 
and Sevier Counties, the Tokio formation rests unconformably
9upon the highly irregular surface of the Eagle Ford (Cen­
terpoint) volcanics. The following partial sections dem­
onstrate the nature of this contact:
Partial sections through 
Tokio-Centerpoint Volcanics contact
Section X
Location: 10,7 miles west of Nashville on
Arkansas Highway No. 24 or 2.0 miles 
east of center of Saline River bridge 
on Arkansas Highway No. 24 in road 
cut on north side of road in NE/4,
SW/4, Section 19, T-9-S, R-28-W,
Howard County, Arkansas.
Top of Exposure --—  elevation = 515’
Ileistocene:
Gravel, massive, coarse, composed mainly of 
novaculite, in matrix of arenaceous clay.
Reddish brown weathering tan ------------------  6’
Tokio formation ----  elevation = 509*
Gravel, up to 6" in diameter, massive, com­
posed mainly of novaculite but contains also 
some pebbles and cobbles of igneous rock and 
quartzite, moderately indurated with ferrugi­
nous cement, upper 3 1 has been cemented to a 
conglomerate. Dark red weathering to a reddish 
tan. Rests upon irregular surface of under­
lying Centerpoint Volcanics----------- ------- 12?
Centerpoint Volcanics    elevation = 4971
Clay, poorly bedded, slightly arenaceous with 
scattered thin beds of fine grained sand, con­
tains abundant carbonaceous material. Mottled 
red, green, and gray weathering to purple — —  6T
Section Z
Location: 9*9 miles west of Nashville on Ar­
kansas Highway No* 24 or 2.3 miles 
east of center of Saline River bridge 
on Arkansas Highway No. 24 in road 
cut on north side of road in NW/4,
SW/4, Section 20, T-9-S, R-28-W,
Howard County, Arkansas.
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Top of Exposure elevation - 500*
Pleistocene:
Gravel, coarse, massive, composed mainly of 
novaculite pebbles, in matrix of arenaceous 
clay. Reddish brown weathering tan — --------  9*
Tokio formation  --- elevation 2 4911
Clay, well bedded, arenaceous, with thin beds 
of hard, medium grained, ferruginous sandstone 
containing kaolinized feldspar grains. Gray 
weathering mottled gray and purple ---    5*
Gravel, massive, composed mainly of novaculite
pebbles in matrix of fine grained sand, mod­
erately indurated with ferruginous cement.
Reddish brown weathering tan — — -— ----— ---- 7*
Centerpoint Volcanics --—  elevation « 479*
Clay, Poorly bedded, slightly arenaceous, con­
tains kaolinized feldspar fragments. Mottled 
red, green, and gra}' weathering purple  ---  5f
Section W
Location: 7.0 miles west of Nashville on Ar­
kansas Highway No. 24 in bluff on 
west side of Blue Bayou where it 
crosses Highway No. 24 in NW/4,
NW/4, Section 26, T-9-S, R-28-W,
Howard County, Arkansas.
Top of Exposure ---- elevation * 400*
Pleistocene:
Gravel, coarse, massive, composed mainly of 
novaculite pebbles in matrix of arenaceous 
clay. Reddish brown weathering tain  ---------  21
Tokio formation — -- elevation * 398*
Gravel, massive, composed mainly of novaculite 
pebbles and cobbles in matrix of fine grained 
sand. Moderately indurated with ferruginous 
cement, upper 2T cemented to a conglomerate.
Dark red weathering to reddish brown. Rests 
upon highly irregular surface of underlying
Centerpoint Volcanics---------— — — —  ------   5* 6"
Centerpoint Volcanics  --- elevation * 392*6"
Clay, slightly arenaceous, mottled green, gray, 
and red weathering purple — — — — — -------  4*6"
11
Sand, fine grained, chloritic, well bedded with 
thin beds of dark gray, arenaceous clay con­
taining abundant carbonaceous fragments. Green 
and gray weathering light green -—  ----------  3 * 6”
Sand, fine grained, chloritic, interbedded with 
black and brown carbonaceous, fine grained sand 
and dark gray carbonaceous clay ------------ 7*
Section Y
Location: 1.3 miles south from Centerpoint
on Arkansas Highway No. A in gravel 
Pit on east side of road in north 
half of Section 1, T-9-S, R-2&-W 
in Howard County, Arkansas.
Top of Exposure ---- elevation = 6191
Tokio formation:
Gravel, massive, composed mainly of novaculite 
with some pebbles and cobbles of igneous rock 
and quartzite in a matrix of fine to medium 
grained ferruginous sand. Moderately indurated 
with ferruginous cement, upper 4-5 feet cemented 
to a conglomerate. Reddish brown weathering 
tan. Rests upon highly irregular surface of 
the underlying Centerpoint Volcanics — — ----  14*
Centerpoint Volcanics  ---  elevation * 6051
Clay, very slightly silty, dark red weathering 
p urple — ------------- — ---------------------  6 1
Further to the east the Tokio overlaps the Centerpoint 
volcanics and comes to rest upon Lower Cretaceous deposits 
and finally upon the Atoka formation of Carboniferous age 
(Dane, 1929)* The northeastward overlap of the underlying 
formations by the Tokio is clearly seen In the subsurface 
of southwest Arkansas as shown by plates III, IV. To the 
south, In the subsurface of extreme southwest Arkansas 
and north Louisiana, the Tokio also overlaps the Center­
point Volcanics on the north flank of the Pine Island
IT
uplift and comes to rest directly upon Lower Cretaceous 
{Comanche) deposits.
In the subsurface of southwest Arkansas, the Tokio 
format!cn is characterized by the development of three 
pronounced sands, termed tie upper, middle, and basal 
Tokio sands, which are separated by variable thicknesses 
of glauconitic, calcareous, carbonaceous clay (plates 
III, IV). further .v ut h , in north Louisiana, the middle 
and basal sands 1r $ e their identity while the unrer Tokio 
sand remains a fairly persistent subsurface marker. The 
urper Tokio sarid is believed to be eorival ent t. c the Blc **- 
son; sand of Texas (Jane, l'-ifO; Kazrard, 1^39) trod the 
top of the Tokio formation ir the subsurface is olaced 
at the top of this sand.
The basal Tokio sand is gravelifereus in many areas 
in the subsurface and rests upon deposits of varying age 
indicating that a considerable unconformity exists at the 
base of the formation {plater. Ill, XV). Mr, Hoy T. Hazzard 
pointed out to the. writer that,, in the subsurface, the 
middle Tokio sand is also gravelifercus and an examina­
tion of numerous sample logs showed that this middle Tokio 
graveliferous zone can be traced in the subsurface of 
southwest Arkansas east of Miller and Lafayette Counties,
It was also noted that the section underlying the middle 
Tokio gravels is apparently truncated in a northeastward 
direction indicating this graveliferous zone marks an
D
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unconformity within the Tokio formation (plates III, IV). 
This truncation of the lower part of the formation accounts 
for the rapid northward decrease in thickness experienced 
by the Tokio as compared to adjacent formations. The 
Tokio formation has a thickness of only 370 feet at the 
surface in Howard and Sevier Counties while its thickness 
is in excess of 500 feet approximately twelve miles to 
the south in the subsurface. It may also be tha* the 
argillaceous lower portion of the Tokio, seen at the west­
ern end of the outcrop in Arkansas, does not simply ex­
perience an eastward change to an arenaceous facies but 
is also lost by truncation at the middle Tokio unconform­
ity. This would result in the more arenaceous upper part 
of the Tokio constituting a nrogressively greater propor­
tion of the formation to the east and would accentuate 
the tendency of the Tokio to become more arenaceous in 
this direction.
The problem of tracing the Tokio gravels at the sur­
face is made extremely difficult by the almost universally 
present mantle of Quaternary gravels which represent ter­
race deposits primarily of the Ileistocene Enoch. These 
Quaternary gravels closely resemble the Tokio gravels 
from which, in most instances, they were derived and both 
are composed predominantly of novacullte cobbles and peb­
bles.
14
Some differences between the Quaternary and Tokio 
gravels can be observed* In general, the matrix of the 
Tokio gravels is composed of quarts sand relatively free 
of clay while the matrix of the Quaternary gravels con­
sists mainly of arenaceous clay* The Tokio gravels are 
also slightly more consolidated and in places display 
indistinct horizontal bedding although both Tokio and 
Quaternary gravels are frequently cross-bedded. Both 
kinds of gravels are ferruginous and weather to some shade 
of brown, however, the Tokio gravels apparently weather 
to a darker shade than do the Quaternary gravels. These 
minor distinctions are apparent when both kinds of gravels 
are exposed in a single outcrop, however, it is at times 
difficult to determine the age of an isolated exposure* 
This is especially true in deeply weathered areas where 
the only indication of the presence of a graveliferous 
zone is float gravel at the surface.
In only one exposure noted by the writer does a se­
quence of well bedded Tokio sands and clays intervene 
between the Tokio and Quaternary gravels* In this expo­
sure (section Z), the Tokio age of the lower gravel is 
without doubt*
The Tokio gravels are easily distinguished from the 
basal gravels of the underlying Centerpoint Volcanics 
due to the marked difference in composition and the re­
sultant difference in color of the weathered outcrop*
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The exposures of the Centerpoint gravels weather to vari­
ous shades of green, red, and purple,
Dane (1929) considered the contact of the Tokio with 
the overlying Brownstown formation to be unconformable 
at the surface in Arkansas. In the western portion of 
the outcrop the contact is marked by the glauconitic, 
calcareous clay of the Brownstown resting upon the car­
bonaceous clay of the Tokio. This change in lithology 
is considered by Dane to represent a considerable break 
between the two formations. Although the actual contact 
is nowhere exposed in this area, this change in lithology 
is demonstrated by the following partial section through 
the Brownstown-Tokio contact from Sevier County:
Section I
Location: 0.5 miles east of center of Wilson
Creek bridge on road from Ben Loroand 
to U. S. Highway 59-71 in the cen­
ter of the NW/4 , Section 5, T-ll-S,
R-29-W, Sevier County, Arkansas.
Brownstown formation:
Clay, slightly arenaceous, glauconitic, mica­
ceous, calcareous with scattered shell fragments. 
Dark gray weathering light gray  ------------ —  7*
Not exposed — — — -— - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . -  3*
Tokio formation:
Clay, arenaceous, micaceous, very carbonaceous.
Gray weathering light gray — ---  — ----- 11*
To the east, in Howard and Hempstead Counties, south
and east of the town of Nashville, a much more pronounced
lithologic change marks the Brownstown-Tokio contact.
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In this area, the gray marl of the Brownstown rests upon 
the white, arenaceous, noncalcareous clay of the Tokio 
formation. A zone of lignite and lignitic clay six inches 
to one foot thick is present at the top of the Tokio and 
the contact between the formations is apparently irregu­
lar. The following partial sections demonstrate these 
relationships:
Section S
Location: 1.1 miles south of Nashville on
Arkansas Highway No. 4 in road cut 
on east side of road and in gully 
on west side of road in the center 
of the NE/4 of Section 1, T-10-S,
R-27-tf, Howard County, Arkansas.
Top of Exposure — —  elevation ~ 441*
Brownstown formation:
Marl, slightly arenaceous, micaceous, scat­
tered shell fragments. Contains marly chalk 
lenses up to 2 f in length. Gray weathering 
olive drab with irregular ferruginous 3tain 
and abundant calcite nodules on surface ------  3 ’
Marl, same as above but without chalk
lenses -— — ----        7»
Clay, arenaceous, slightly lignitic, ferru­
ginous, with thin beds of ferruginous sand.
Reddish brown weathering tan. Rests upon 
slightly irregular surface of Tokio forma­
tion ----------------------------------------   0*8"
Tokic formation -— - elevation s 430'
Clay, arenaceous, very lignitic, contains 
numerous plant fragments and thin beds of 
lignite. Dark gray to black weathering 
p u r p l e -------- — --------------- — ----------    1*4”
Clay, slightly silty becoming arenaceous down­
ward, micaceous, scattered carbonaceous frag­
ments. Light gray weathering w h i t e ---------—  3*
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Section C
Location: 5.3 miles east of Nashville on Ar­
kansas Highway No, 21* in road cut 
on north side of road in the SE/4,
SE/4 of Section 22, T-9-S, R-26-W 
in Hempstead County, Arkansas,
Top of Exposure   elevation = 427*
Brownstown formation:
Marl, slightly arenaceous, micaceous, scat­
tered shell fragments. Gray weathering olive 
drab with scattered ferruginous stain. Small 
calcite nodules weather out of marl and are 
abundant on surface--------- ------------------  3 ’
Marl, same as above but contains lenses of
marly chalk up to 2* in length  ---------- - 3 1
Marl, same as above but without chalk lenses - 7*
Marl, arenaceous, micaceous, contains thin 
beds of dark gray calcerous, carbonaceous clay.
Rests upon slightly irregular surface of Tokio 
formation  ----------- ------------------ --- 2*
Tokio formation ---- elevation s 412*
Lignite, bedded, with lamination of lignitic
c l a y  ---------- --------------------- ------ - 0*6rt
Clay, slightly arenaceous, increasingly car­
bonaceous toward top and transitional into 
lignite bed above. Gray weathering purple -—  1 ,6"
Clay, slightly arenaceous. Light gray weath­
ering w h i t e -------------  —  0*6"
Clay, silty, slightly carbonaceous. Gray 
weathering slate blue gray- --------------- —  2T
Clay, lignitic, slightly arenaceous. Black 
weathering purple —  ---— ---------- — -— — - 2*
Clay, arenaceous, with thin partings of fine
grained sand. Light gray weathering white
with irregular ferruginous s tain-------   —  3»
Sand, fine grained, argillaceous, with clay 
laminations, clay contains scattered fragments 
of carbonaceous material. Gray and brown 
weathering pink and red, clay weathers white -
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As pointed out by Dane (1929), the nature of the 
Brownstown-Tokio contact indicates a sedimentary break 
between the two formations. However, there is no evidence 
of truncation of the Tokio and the relationship between 
the formations is considered to be disconformable.
In the subsurface of the Arkansas-Louisiana-Texas 
area, the Brownstown-Tokio contact is placed at the top 
of the upper Tokio (Blossom) sand. In those areas where 
this sand is not developed, no reliable separation can 
be made between the two formations on the basis of elec­
trical log character and they are treated as the Browns­
town-Tokio undifferentiated.
PALEONTOLOGY
The Tokio formation is only sparsely fossiliferous 
at the outcrop. The fossils are generally preserved only 
as molds and casts since the highly permeable nature of 
the formation has facilitated the destruction of the origi­
nal shell material. Dane (1929) reports that Dr. L. W. 
Stephenson identified the following fossils collected from 
the Tokio formation in southwest Arkansas:
Pelecypoda:
Inoceramus aff. I. barabini Morton 
Leptosolen aff. C. biplicatus Conrad 
Nucula sp. “
Leda sp. 
tolala sp.
Striarca sp.
Anomia cf. A. argentaria Morton
ffard?um ?Trachycardium) sp.
Corbula c/. C. oxvnema Conrad
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Corbula cf. C. subgibbosa Conrad 
Tejlina sp.
Trigonarca sp.
Ostrea plumosa Morton ?
Gastropoda:
Gvrodes sp.
Anchura sp. 
ftatica~? 
nignellus sp.
Vertebrata:
Lamna texana Roemer
On the basis of this fauna, Stephenson considered 
the Tokio formation to be of the same age as the Austin 
chalk and equivalent to the Bonham clay and Blossom sand 
of northeast Texas,
No occurrence of Exogyra ponderosa within the Tokio 
was reported by Dane or observed by the writer at the 
surface in Arkansas, however, Mr, Roy T, Haszard has in­
formed the writer that he has observed E. ponderosa 
in subsurface cores from the upper part of the Tokio for­
mation in northwest Louisiana. At the outcrop, the lowest 
occurrence of E. ponderosa observed by the writer was 
approximately 30 feet above the top of the Tokio forma­
tion {plate II).
Numerous samples were collected from the Tokio for­
mation at the outcrop in Arkansas and examined for micro­
fauna. Practically all of the samples were completely 
devoid of microfauna and only two samples, 0-4 and 0-5, 
contained Ostracoda*
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Israelsky (1929) stated that the Tokio formation 
contained an abundant microfauna and reported the follow­
ing Ostracoda from Tokio samples collected at the surface 
in Arkansas:
Cythereis bicornis Israelsky 
dvihereTs hannai Tsraelsky 
Cytheropteron tokiana Israelsky 
Cvtheropteron sp.
Subsequently, in 1935, Israelsky*s 1929 paper was repub­
lished by the Arkansas Geological Survey and Israelsky 
states in the revised introduction that none of the Tokio 
samples examined by him were fossiliferous. However, 
the type locality of these species is given by Israelsky 
(1929) as the NE/c, SE/4, Sec. 23, T-10-S, R-22-W, Howard 
County, which is well within the outcrop of the upper 
portion of the Tokio formation. This locality was col­
lected, as were all exposures of the Tokio in the vicin­
ity, but no Ostracoda were obtained. Several of the 
samples contained arenaceous Foraminifera indicating 
that this portion of the formation Is marine and the 
lack of calcareous microfossils is probably due to the
intense leaching which the Tokio formation has undergone.
* *
It is the writerfs opinion that the species Cythereis 
frj_yorais Israelsky was definitely described from the Tokio 
formation. The paratype of this species, paratype slide 
No. 5344 of Dr. H. V. Howefs collection, Louisiana State 
University, is considerably more ornate than those forms
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of this species which occur in the Brownstown formation 
and is considered to be ancestral to the Brownstown forms. 
Unfortunately, none of Israelsky1s Tokio species were 
observed by the writer in the two samples of the Tokio 
formation which contained Ostracoda. These samples, Q-U 
and 0-5, are from the extreme western end of the outcrop 
in Sevier County and were found to contain the following 
forms:
Brachycythere sphenojdes (Reuss)
Haplocvt Her idea ? n. s~pT 1
haplocvtheridea ? n. sp. 2
None of these species can be used to definitely establish 
the age of the Tokio formation; however, they indicate 
that the Tokio is probably not older than the Austin group 
of Texas. Subsurface correlations substantiate Stephen­
s o n ^  conclusion that the Tokio formation of southwest 
Arkansas is equivalent to the Blossom sand and Bonham 
clay of northeast Texas (plate III).
ORIGIN
That portion of the Tokio formation exposed at the 
outcrop in southwest Arkansas was deposited in a shallow 
water, near shore, marine environment. The proximity 
of the shore line is suggested by the coarseness of the 
basal Tokio elastics, the abundance of cross-bedded sands, 
and the presence of carbonized plant material. The ma­
rine origin of the outcropping Tokio is shown by the fauna 
which it contains.
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The transgressive nature of the lower portion of 
the Tokio is indicated by the pronounced unconformity 
at the base of the formation which results in the basal 
gravel bed coming to rest upon progressively older depos­
its in a northeasterly direction. That the shore line 
lay to the northeast is further indicated by the forma­
tion becoming thinner, more coarsely clastic, and the 
sands increasingly cross-bedded in this direction.
The graveliferous zone near the middle of the for­
mation probably represents shoaling of the sea and rework­
ing of the up-dip basal Tokio gravel during middle Tokio 
time. The apparent truncation of the lower portion of 
the formation beneath this middle Tokio graveliferous 
zone suggests that the lower portion of the formation 
experienced some erosion in the up-dip areas.
Upper Tokio time is represented by a sequence of 
sands and arenaceous clays. The clastic supply diminished 
near the close of Tokio time as is shown by the relative 
lack of coarsely clastic material in the uppermost Tokio 
and swamp conditions existed along the shore of the Tokio 
sea which resulted in the well developed lignitic zone 
at the top of the formation.
The Tokio formation represents the last of the pre­
dominantly clastic Upper Cretaceous deposits in southwest 
Arkansas and, as such, marks the close of a definite period 
in the stratigraphic history of the area. The remainder
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of Upper Cretaceous time is represented primarily by cal­
careous clay and chalk deposition.
BROWNSTOWN FORMATION (RESTRICTED)
The name Brownstown was first applied by Hill in 
1638 to the marl beds exposed in the vicinity of Browns­
town in Sevier County, Arkansas, which he at that time 
considered to overlie the Annona chalk. Subsequently,
Hill, in 1901, used the term in referring to the marls 
both above and below the Annona chalk in southwest Arkan­
sas. Later, Veatch (1906) restricted the name Brownstown 
to the deposits between the base of the Annona chalk and 
the top of the Bingen sand (see discussion of the Tokio 
formation). Dane (1926, 1929) believed that a signifi­
cant break within this sequence could be recognised 
throughout southwest Arkansas and divided the Brownstown 
of Veatch into two formations, retained the name Browns­
town for the lower and applied the name Ozan to the upper 
formation.
STRATIGRAPHY
In the vicinity of ths type locality, the Brownstown 
formation, as restricted by Dane, consists of approximately 
165 feet of gray to dark gray, slightly arenaceous, mica­
ceous marl. The formation becomes slightly more arena­
ceous toward the base and the basal few feet consist of 
dark gray, arenaceous, micaceous, glauconitic clay. The
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Brownstown increases slightly in thickness eastward to 
just south of the town of Nashville where it attains a 
thickness of approximately 195 feet and then thins stead­
ily eastward until it is overlapped by the Ozan formation. 
In the area where the Brownstown has the greatest thick­
ness, the formation is apparently less arenaceous than 
to the east or west and a zone of chalk lenses is devel­
oped near its base which may indicate that this area was 
slightly embayed during Brownstown time. To the south, 
in the subsurface, there is an irregular development of 
limestone or chalk stringers near the base of the forma­
tion which probably is equivalent to the zone of chalk 
lenses exposed at the outcrop.
In the subsurface of extreme southwest Arkansas, 
a conspicuous chalk or chalky marl bed approximately 
50 feet thick occurs in the upper part of the Browns­
town formation. Mr. Roy T. Hazzard suggested to the 
writer the possibility of this chalk bed being the east­
ward extension of the Gober chalk of Texas. This con­
cept is substantiated by subsurface correlations based 
on lithology and electrical log characteristics and the 
writer's correlation of the Arkansas subsurface section 
with that of east Texas is shown on plate III.
It is believed that this upper Brownstown chalk (the 
Gober chalk of Texas) is exposed at the surface in extreme 
southwest Arkansas and southeast Oklahoma. The following
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section was observed in eastern McCurtain County, Okla­
homa:
Section T
Location: 1.1 miles west of Oklahoma-Arkansas
line on Oklahoma Highway No. 21 in 
road cut on south side of road and 
in excavation on north side of road 
in the SW/cor of Section 26, T-9-S,
R-27-E in McCurtain County, Okla­
homa.
Clay, silty, calcareous, micaceous, glauconitic 
with thin partings of hard, calcareous sand­
stone. Nodules of white crumbly calcite on 
surface of outcrop. Fossiliferous and irregu­
larly ferruginous stained. Numerous imprints 
of Inoceramus. Brown and gray weathering
buff — ................................ 10'2"
Clay, arenaceous, calcareous, micaceous,
glauconitic with scattered dark mineral
grains. Dark gray weathering gray  --------    3f
Sand, very fine grained, argillaceous, cal­
careous, glauconitic, black chert pebbles i" 
to in diameter scattered throughout, con­
tains lenses of hard, dark gray to black, 
calcareous sandstone. Dark gray to black 
weathering g r a y  -----------------    1'
Sand, fine grained, very glauconitic, contains 
phosphatic fossil fragments and nodules. Dark 
gray to black weathering gray. Rests upon 
slightly irregular surface of underlying 
u n i t ------------ — ....— -— ........---- ....—  0*4”
Gober chalk equivalent (?)
Interbedded chalk and calcareous clay. Chalk 
beds are up to 2*10" thick, light gray to buff, 
arenaceous, micaceous, fossiliferous, with 
scattered grains of glauconite and dark miner­
als, some of the chalk beds are extensively 
bored. The clay beds are up to 1*6" thick, 
dark gray to black, arenaceous, glauconitic, 
pyritic, calcareous, fossiliferous with scat­
tered pebbles of black chert — — -- ......... 11'
Base not exposed
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Approximately two miles east of this exposure, in
western Little River County, Arkansas, Dane (1929) reports
the following section which he considers to represent
the basal portion of the Ozan formation:
Location: 5.65 miles from Foreman along road
to Arkinda in bank of creek on east 
side of road in NW/4, Section 12,
T-12-S, R-32-W.
Bed of hard, white-weathering earthy chalk
containing numerous large prints of
Inoce ramus--------       —  -— ---- 1*6"
Massive, sandy, micaceous marl containing 
lenses of hard, marly chalk. This bed and 
the one below it contain large Ilacenticeras. 
Mortoniceras aff. M. delawarense {Morton). 
and straight ammonites (Saculltes) more than 
a foot long —  ---------------------- ----- -----—  51
Gray, sandy marl containing abundant scattered 
coarse glauconitic grains and black, well 
rounded chert pebbles and grains, most of 
them flat, as much as in diameter  -------  2 1
Glauconitic marly sand in small lenses scat­
tered through non-glauconitic marl — —  -----  0*6"
(Dane considers this bed to mark 
the base of the Ozan formation)
Soft, bedded, micaceous, slightly sandy marl - 1*
Although no exact correlation between these two expo­
sures can be made, field relationships indicate that they 
are approximately equivalent, and the sequence of inter­
bedded chalk and calcareous clay is believed to represent 
the depositional feather edge of the Gober chalk of Texas. 
The Little River County section displays a lesser devel­
opment of chalk than does the McCurtain County section, 
however, this is to be expected for subsurface data show
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that the chalk sequence experiences a rapid eastward change 
to a marl facies in this area.
The belief that this chalk sequence is equivalent 
to the Gober chalk of Texas is substantiated by the fact 
that Dr. Keith Young of the University of Texas and Mr.
Roy T. Hazzard have Identified the following ammonites 
collected by the writer from the exposure in McCurtain 
County, Oklahoma:
Mortoniceras delawarense (Morton)
Paranuzosia sp.
Both Dr. Young and Mr. Hazzard consider these to be Austin 
ammonites and typical of the Gober chalk of Texas. The 
Austin age of this section is further indicated by the 
presence of the ammonite genera Placenticeras and 
Mortoniceras (Mortoniceras delawarense) reported by Dane 
(1929) from the equivalent exposure in Little River County, 
Arkansas.
Subsurface data show that the top of the upper Browns­
town "Gober” chalk is approximately 50 feet below the 
base of the Ozan formation Just south of the outcrop in 
western Little River County (plate III); however, the 
writer was unable to establish the Brownstown-Ozan con­
tact at the surface in this area due to the lack of suf­
ficient exposures. It should be noted that, since the 
Brownstown formation of Texas lies below the Gober chalk, 
the portion of the Brownstown in southwest Arkansas which
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lies between the top of the "Gober" chalk and the base 
of the Ozan formation is younger than the Brownstown for­
mation of Texas (plate III)* Also, if this view is cor­
rect, the Brownstown-Ozan contact at the surface in this 
area has been placed too low in the section by Dane (1929).
Dane (1929) considered the relationship between the 
Brownstown and Ozan formations to be unconformable at 
the surface in Arkansas. This unconformity Is marked 
by an irregular contact between the formations and by 
"borings" into the Brownstown marl which are filled with 
the glauconitic sand of the overlying Buckrange sand, 
the basal member of the Ozan formation. A depositional 
break between the two formations is further indicated 
by a distinct difference in the Ostracoda assemblages 
even in those areas where both formations have developed 
similar llthologies. The following partial sections dem­
onstrate the nature of the Brownstown-Ozan contact at 
the surface in southwest Arkansas:
Section AA
Location: 0.14 miles south of center of Middle
Fork Ozan Creek on Arkansas Highway 
No. 4, or, 0*76 miles north of Sardis 
Church on Arkansas Highway No* 4 
in road cut on west side of road 
in SB/4, NW/4, Section 20, T-10-S,
R-26-w, Hempstead County*
Top of Exposure ---- elevation = 422*
Ozan formation:
Clay, very arenaceous, glauconitic, micaceous, 
calcareous with crumbly nodules of white cal- 
cite on surface, fossiliferous, transitional
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into unit below. Gray weathering light gray 
to w h i t e  ------- — — ---- — — ---------------  7*
Sand, fine grained argillaceous, micaceous, 
glauconitic, calcareous, with crumbly nodules 
of calcite on surface, gray weathering light 
g r a y ----------       —  V
Sand, fine grained, ferruginous, slightly 
micaceous, calcareous, rests upon irregular 
and "bored" surface of underlying unit.
Brown weathering buff --— ----  — ---- 0 T3"
Brownstown formation ---- elevation • 4121
Clay (Marl) slightly silty, calcareous, 
slightly micaceous, nodules of crumbly cal­
cite on surface, fossiliferous, upper surface 
is irregular and "bored". Borings are filled 
with the ferruginous sand of overlying unit.
Gray weathering olive drab ---— -----—    3 ’
Section BB
Location: 1.4 miles north of intersection
of Arkansas Highway No. 55 and 
east-west road in Toilette on 
Arkansas Highway No. 55 in road 
cut on west side of road in SE/4,
SW/4, Section 33, T-10-S, R-27-W,
Howard County.
Top of Exposure elevation - 355*
Ozan formation:
Clay, arenaceous, glauconitic, micaceous, 
calcareous, fossiliferous. Gray weathering 
light gray to w h i t e ------— -— -— — ---------     5'
Sand, fine grained, very glauconitic, slightly 
micaceous, argillaceous. Gray weathering 
light gray. Rests upon irregular and "bored" 
surface of underlying unit —  --------3 T
Brownstown formation ---- elevation a 347»
Clay, slightly silty, calcareous, ferruginous 
stained. Upper surface is irregular and 
"bored"• Borings filled with glauconitic 
sand of overlying unit. Brownish gray-weath­
ering gray  -- ---—  ----------- -------— ----- 1*
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Clay, very slightly silty, calcareous, scat­
tered mica flakes, abundant imprints of 
pelecypods. Gray weathering light gray - - - - -  3*6
Clay (Marl), very slightly silty, very cal­
careous (chalky) slightly micaceous with 
lenses of dark gray, hard chalky marl or 
marly chalk containing abundant pelecypod 
fragments. Gray weathering light gray-brown - 5'
To the west, at the type locality of the Brownstown 
formation in Sevier County, 0,1 mile west of Gravelly 
Hill Church on the road from Ben Lomand to Brownstown, 
in the NE/4, NW/4, NW/4 of Section 10, T-ll-S, R-29-W, 
the Brownstown-tzan contact is apparently irregular but 
no "borings" are present. Here, the glauconitic calcare­
ous, argillaceous sand of the basal Ozan rests upon the 
slightly arenaceous, slightly carbonaceous marl of the 
Brownstown; this carbonaceous marl grades downward within 
a few feet into the normal gray, weathering greenish-brown, 
marl of the Brownstown formation.
In the subsurface of the Arkansas-Louisiana-Texas 
area, the Ozan-Brownstown contact is placed at the base 
of the basal Buckrange sand member of the Osan formation.
In those areas where this sand is not developed, no defi­
nite division can be made between the two formations on 
the basis of electrical log character and lithology, 
PALEONTOLOGY
The Brownstown formation is abundantly fossiliferous 
carrying both a rich macrofauna and microfauna. As Dane
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(1929) pointed out, the most characteristic fossil of 
the Brownstown is Exogyra ponderosa which the writer found 
abundantly represented from approximately thirty feet 
above the base to the top of the formation and through­
out the overlying Ozan (plate II)* Dane (1929) reports 
that Dr* L, W. Stephenson identified the following forms 
from the Brownstown formation of Arkansas:
Echinodermata:
Hemiaster (?)
Vermes:
Hamulus major Gabb 
Hamulus onyx Morton 
tiaaulus squamosus Gabb
Molluscoidea:
Lingula sp.
Mollusca:
Nucula sp.
Cucullaea sp,
Nemodon~sp.
Inoceramus sp,
ostrea olumosa Morton
Ostrea mesenteries Morton
urvphaea veslcularis Lamarck (variety)
Exogvraponderosa noemer
Exogyra ponderosa var. erraticostata Stephenson 
Pecten sp. (small)
Pecten sp, (large, smooth)
Anomia argentarla Morton 
Paranomla scaDra~(Morton)
Leda sp.
Liopistha (Cvmella) bella (Conrad) ?
Whitfield) ?
.adOBPra sp.
m<
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Cerithium sp.
Turritslla ouadrllira Johnson 
fratlca s pT 
Saculites sp.
Placentfceras sp.
Scaphltes nlppocrepis (Be Kay)
Fish scales and bones 
Shark teeth
A complete section of the Brownstown formation was 
composited and collected by the writer in the vicinity 
of the type locality and was found to contain the follow­
ing Ostracoda:
Ostracoda from the type section of the 
Brownstown formation
Cytherella austinensjs Alexander 
(jvtherella n. sp. 1 
Cytherella sp.
Cvtherelloidea ozanana Sexton 
gythereiloidea tollettensis Sexton 
yrtherelloidea sp.
Bairdoppiiata^ rotunda (Alexander)
Haplocvtnerldea ? plummeri (Alexander) 
Haplocvtheridea ? n. sp. ?
Asciocvthere nl~ sp. 1 
Cvtherldea ? n. sp. 1 
Kritne cf. K. nostprolectia Schmidt
sp.
Orthonotacvthere hannai (Israelsky)
OrthonotacYthere cf. 0. scrobiculata Alexander 
BrachYCYthere ledaforma (Israelsky)
Braenvcvthere splhenoiJes (Reuss)
Brachycvthere cf. B. taYlorensis (Alexander)
g S s S i S S 5  n. sp. I 
BrachYCYthere n. sp. 2 
Brachycythere n. sp. 3
A .ataCYthere cf. A. ponderosana (Israelsky)
£ (Israelsky)
S L S l s S n s H  7 n. sp. 1
Cythereis hicornis Israelsky 
Cythereis ? (Israelsky)
Cythereis 7 sooori (Israelsky)
Srthirfl* ? »p. 1
Cythereis sp.
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Veenia 02anana (Israelsky)
Yeenia cf. Y. gaoensis (Alexander)
Numerous samples of the Brownstown formation from
areas other than the type locality were examined for
Ostracoda and the following forms were found which were
not represented at the type locality:
Paracypris sp.
Ifjaplocvilheridea ? insolita (Alexander and Alexander) 
Hapioertheridea ? sp.
Orthonotacvthere sp.
Honoceratina sp.‘ 
fttervgocvthere sp.
Cythereis 7 n. sp. 2 
Yeenia arachoides (Berry)
ORIGIN
The Brownstown formation was deposited upon the clays 
of the uppermost Tokio in a slowly transgressive sea.
The slowness of the transgression is suggested by the 
absence of appreciable quantities of reworked Tokio ma­
terial in the basal portion of the Brownstown. However, 
in those areas where a lignitic zone is developed at the 
top of the Tokio, the basal Brownstown contains abundant 
fragments of carbonised material which is considered to 
have been derived from the underlying Tokio lignite.
In those areas where the uppermost Tokio is represented 
by a less distinctive lithology, a slowly transgressing 
sea would have afforded sufficient time for the reworked 
Tokio material to be so thoroughly disseminated that its 
identity would be lost.
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The Brownstown formation becomes slightly more are­
naceous toward its base but, in general, reflects a uni­
formity of sedimentary conditions. The lack of appreciable 
clastic material suggests that the northeastward lying 
source area was one of low relief and the supply of elas­
tics was at a minimum.
The basal Buckrange sand member of the overlying 
Ozan formation is considered by Dane (1929) to represent 
a long period of reworking and to be the coarser residue 
of a much thicker deposit. This suggests that Brownstown 
deposition was brought to a close by stabilization of 
the depositional basin and the Buckrange sand was proba­
bly in part derived from reworking of the uppermost Browns­
town formation.
An exception to normal Brownstown deposition is in­
dicated by the basal portion of the formation in the west­
ern part of its exposure in southwest Arkansas. In this 
area, the basal thirty to forty feet of the Brownstown 
is practically devoid of microfauna and probably indicates 
the existence of adverse environmental conditions during 
early Brownstown time. This basal portion of the forma­
tion contains lenses and beds of very dark gray, hard 
calcareous clay which may represent deposition in a re­
stricted basin environment. Such an environment would 
have largely excluded an abundant fauna from the area 
and is probably responsible for the absence of Exogvra
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ponderosa from the basal portion of the Brownstown. It 
is interesting to note that the lowest observed occurrence 
of £. ponderosa in the Brownstown (approximately thirty 
feet above the base of the formation) approximately co­
incides with the lowest occurrence of an aDundant micro­
fauna.
CONCLUSIONS AND CORRELATIONS 
A total of LO species of Ostracoda from 17 genera 
were represented in the surface samples collected from 
the Brownstown and Tokio formations in southwest Arkansas 
ana southeast Oklahoma. Twenty of the species observed 
have not been previously described. Of these, 11 will 
be named as new species in a manuscript presently being 
prepared for publication, lack of sufficient specimens 
prevents naming the remaining 9 species. Those species 
which will be named as new species are designated by num­
ber in this report and are as follows:
Brownstown formation
Cytherella n. sp. 1 
Haplocvtheridea ? n. sp. 2 
Asciocvthere nT sp. 1 
fcytherldea ? n, sp. 1 
Brachycythere n. sp. 1 
Brachycythere n. sp. 2 
Brachycythere n. sp. 3 
Alatacythere ? n. sp. 1 
bvthereis i n. sp. 1 
CythereTs ? n. sp. 2
Tokio formation 
Haplocvtheridea ? n. sp. 1 
Four of the species restricted to the Brownstown 
formation in southwest Arkansas are considered to be suf­
ficiently abundant and diagnostic to differentiate the
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Brownstown from adjacent formations at the surface in
this area. These species are:
Brachycythere n. sp. 3 
Cvtherlaea ? n. sp. 1 
Aiatacythere ? n. sp. 1 
AsciocytKere n. sp. 1
The distinctive species Haplocytheridea ? n. sp. 1 
has been observed only in the Tokio of southwest Arkansas 
and should be a reliable marker for this formation.
The upper portion of the Brownstown contains a much 
more abundant microfauna than does the lower part of the 
formation. Of the thirty-one species occurring in the 
type Brownstown, only nine are represented in the lower 
part of the formation. These nine species are also rep­
resented throughout the remainder of the Brownstown which 
suggests that they could exist under a wider range of 
environmental conditions than those species restricted 
to the upper part of the formation. Because of this un­
even distribution of fauna, it would be extremely hazard­
ous to conclude that the exclusion of a species from the 
lower Brownstown formation reflects its regional strati- 
graphic range.
The Ostracoda of the Brownstown and Tokio formations 
in Arkansas were compared with those of the type sections 
of the Austin and Lower Taylor groups of Texas. This 
was made possible through the courtesy of Dr. H. V. Howe 
who allowed the writer to examine the Ostracoda assemblages
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from measured sections of the type localities. A compari­
son was also made with Mr. R. J. Collins* collection from 
the Ozan formation of Arkansas. It was found that, of 
the 31 species occurring in the type Brownstown, 12 are 
represented in the Ozan formation, 15 in the type Austin, 
and 15 in the type Lower Taylor.
On the basis of the Ostracoda, the Brownstown is 
easily distinguished from the Ozan formation for 19 of 
the species occurring in the type Brownstown are not rep­
resented in the overlying Ozan and an even greater number 
of Ozan species are not found in the Brownstown formation. 
In a like manner, the Austin group is readily differen­
tiated from the Lower Taylor in Texas by their Ostracoda 
assemblages. However, it is difficult to definitely de­
termine if the Brownstown of Arkansas is equivalent to 
either the Austin or Lower Taylor of Texas. The Distri­
bution of Species Chart (figure A-) shows that 1U of the 
type Brownstown species are represented in the type sec­
tions of both the Austin and Lower Taylor groups, one 
species is restricted to the type Austin, one species 
to the type Lower Taylor and 15 species are not represented 
In either. Using the greatest number of species in com­
mon method of correlation, there is no indication that 
a correlation of the Brownstown formation of Arkansas 
with the type Lower Taylor is preferable to a correlation
figure h
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with the type Austin and the Brownstown may be partially 
equivalent to both groups.
The characteristic species Haplocvtheridea plummeri 
(Alexander) is abundantly represented in the Brownstown 
and overlying formations in Arkansas but is not found 
below the base of the type Lower Taylor in Texas. This 
would suggest that the Brownstown formation of Arkansas 
is younger than the type Austin and probably equivalent 
to the lower portion of the type Lower Taylor. However, 
it should be noted that both the type Brownstown and type 
Lower Taylor have similar lithologles, both being prima­
rily calcareous clay or marl, while the type Austin is 
predominantly a chalk sequence. This difference in li- 
thology may account for the absence of Haplocvtheridea 
Plummeri in the type Austin.
An analysis of the Ostracoda assemblages of the type 
sections of the Austin and Lower Taylor groups showed 
that Cythereis plummeri Israelsky, a distinctive and abun­
dant species, can be used with certainty to differentiate 
these two sequences in this area; C. plummeri does not 
occur in the Austin sediments but is abundantly represented 
in the Lower Taylor. Assemblages were examined from nu­
merous sections of the Austin and Taylor groups in Texas 
over a distance of approximately 200 miles and this re­
lationship of the occurrence of Cythereis plummeri to 
the Austln-Taylor contact was confirmed.
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In Arkansas, Cythereis plummeri does not occur in 
the Brownstown formation but is abundantly represented 
in the overlying Ozan, even in those areas where the two 
formations have developed similar lithology. This sug­
gests that the Brownstown-Ozan contact is equivalent to 
the Austin-Taylor contact in Texas and that the top of 
the Brownstown formation marks the top of the Austin 
equivalents in Arkansas. However, it is important to 
note that no species which could be considered ancestral 
Cythereis plummeri is found in either the Brownstown 
of Arkansas or the Austin of Texas. This implies that 
£. plummeri immigrated into the Arkansas and Texas areas 
as a fully developed species and did not evolve in these 
areas, Such a species is not ideally suited for corre­
lation over wide areas for it probably arrived in differ­
ent areas at different times, therefore, the lowest 
occurrence of C_. plummeri in Arkansas and Texas need 
not be equivalent in time.
The most reliable paleontologic correlations are 
based not upon a single form but upon a sequence of forms 
which represent all or part of an evolutionary trend.
Such a trend is displayed by the Cythereis bicomis 
Israelsky group of Ostracoda which tends to evolve to 
progressively less ornate forms. In the Austin and Lower 
Taylor groups of Texas, this group of Ostracoda is well 
represented and the development of progressively less
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ornate forms is clearly seen. The most ornate and deeply 
sculptured forms are found in the lower portion or the 
Austin group while the simpler specimens occur in the 
lower Taylor.
In the Brownstown formation of southwest Arkansas, 
Cythereis bicornis is represented in the lower part of 
the formation by more orrnnte and deeply sculptured forms 
than in the uprer portion of the formation, iio'-wver, 
due to t he smaller stratigraphic interval *'epr'eser.ted , 
the range of variation seen in the Brownstown snecim-nr 
represents only a rorti on of the total variation di snl aved 
by the Texas forms. When the series from the Drownst ' " . m  
of Arkansas is compared with that from the tyre sections 
of the Austin and Lower Taylor groups of Texas, a corre­
lation can be made on the degree of ornamentatl~n which 
indicates that the Brownstown of Arkansas is eo^ivalent 
to the upper part of the type Austin and the basal por­
tion of the tyre Lower Taylor groups.
Cythereis bicornis Israelsky was described from the 
Tokio formation of Arkansas. The paratype of the species, 
paratype slide No. 5344 of Dr. H. V. Howe’s collection, 
Louisiana State University, is considerably more ornate 
than any of the Brownstown forms and correlates with forms 
restricted to the type Austin of Texas, This substanti­
ates the correlation of the Tokio formation of Arkansas 
with the Austin group of Texas. The variation within
VARIATION V.’ITHIN THE SPECIES 
CYTHEREIS BICORNIS ISRAELSKY
Cythereis bicornis
- ■ ■ ■■■■ . I , -M
I' ppe r B r s town ro rrrat i on 
Southwest Arkansas
Cythereis bicornis 
Lower Brownstown Formation 
Southwest Arkansas
Cythereis bicornis 
Tokio formation 
Southwest Arkansas 
Illustrated from photograph 
of holotype.
Plate V
the species (J, bicornis in southwest Arkansas is illus­
trated in plate V.
Another evolutionary trend is seen in the Cythere 
semiplicata (Heuss) group of Ostracoda in the Austin group 
of Texas. In the lower portion of the Austin, this group
is represented by forms in which the posterior termina­
tion of the median ridge is connected to the dorsal and 
ventral ridges by short vertical ridges. This connection
is progressively lost in younger forms and the median
ridge becomes more definitely separated from the muscle 
swelling. The forms occurring in the upnermost portion 
of the tyre Austin have eomrletely lost the connection 
of the median ridge with the dorsal and ventral ridges 
and the median ridge is separated from the muscle swell­
ing by a well defined sulcus. This form correlates with 
those collected from the exposures of the upper Browns­
town "Gober" chalk in McCurtain County, Oklahoma. This 
tends to support a correlation of this chalk sequence 
with the upper portion of the Austin group of Texas.
In conclusion, it would seem that, based on the 
Ostracoda, the type Brownstown of Arkansas is partially 
equivalent to both the upper portion of the type Austin 
and the lower part of the type Lower Taylor groups of 
Texas and that there is no depositional break in the 
Arkansas section which is equivalent to the type Austin- 
Taylor contact of Texas.
DESCRIPTION OF GENERA AND SPECIES 
Phylum ARTHROPODA 
Class CRUSTACEA 
Order OSTRACODA 
Suborder FLATYCU A Sars, 1S6?
Family CYTFERELLIuAE Sars, 1S66 
Genus CYTHERELLA Jones, 1849 
CYTHERELLA AUSTINENSIS Alexander 1929 
ilate VI, figures la, b
Cytherella obesa Alexander (not Jones and Kirby, 1884), 
lexas University Bulletin 2907, p. 51, pi. 1,
TigsT 5, t (female).
Cytherella austinensis Alexander. 1929, Texas University 
Bulletin 2907, p. 51, pi. 2, figs. i*, 6 (maleJ.
Cytherella bullata Alexander, 1932, (new name for (3. obesa 
Alexander, not Jones and Kirby), Journal of j aleon- 
tologv. vol. 6 , p. 101.
Cytherella bullata Loetterle, 1937, Nebraska Geological 
Survey. Second Series, Bulletin X2, p. 5b, pi. 5, 
figs. 4a , b.
Cytherella cf. C. obesa (Alexander) Swain, 1952, United 
States Geological Survey. Professional Paper--J34-B, 
09, pi. #7 fig.“2
Cytherella bullata Shaver, 1953, Journal of Paleontology, 
vol. 27, no. 3, pp. 471-460.
Cytherella austinensis Howe and Laurencich, 1956, Intro­
duction to the Study of Cretaceous Ostracoda. 
Louisiana State University Press, pp. 244-245,
2 figs.
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DESCRIPTION: Sexually dimorphous, females larger
and more elongate than males. Carapace in lateral view 
ovate, females highest at center, males slightly anterior 
of center; anterior margin rounded; posterior margin nar­
rower and rounded; dorsal outline arched and gently angu- 
late; ventral outline convex; surface smooth; right valve 
larger than left, overlaps along all margins, greatest 
overlap along dorsal and ventral margins; surface of left 
valve bears a shallow depression paralleling anterior 
margin.
dimensions: 0.76 x 0.^8 mm. (male)
0,90 x 0*59 mm. (female)
Localities: H-3, H-4, DU-1, DD-2,
JU-3, DD-4. T-l. T-2,
T-4, T-6 , H-5, A-l, B-l.
CYTHERELLA SI .
Plate VI, figures 2a, b 
DIAGNOSIS: A species of the genus Cytherella char­
acterized by an elongate, oval lateral outline and a com­
pressed antero-ventral margin in left valve.
DESCRIPTION: In lateral view oblong, ovate, males
highest at center, females just behind center; anterior 
margin rounded; dorsal outline gently arched, slightly 
angulate at center in males, just behind center in females; 
ventral outline slightly convex; posterior margin rounded; 
antero-ventral portion of left valve compressed to form
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a narrow shelf-like feature parallel to anterior margin; 
surface smooth; right valve largest, overlaps left valve 
along all margins except anterior margin, greatest over­
lap in anterior one-half of dorsal margin, overlap in 
females greater than in males; viewed dorsally, posterior 
is blunt, anterior pointed with anterior portion of left 
valve compressed, line of valve juncture slightly sinu­
ous, males widest just behind middle, females widest near 
posterior.
REMARKS: differs from Cytherella oarallela Reuss
of Alexander (1929) in that anterior and posterior mar­
gins are more acutely rounded and overlap of right valve 
is not as pronounced.
dimensions: 0.66 x 0.4 2 mm. (female)
0.62 x 0,34 mm. (male)
Localities: H-2, H-4, H-5, DD-1,
DD-2, T-l, T-2, 1-4,
F-l, F-2, F-4, F-5,
A-l, A-2, B-l, B-2,
G-2.
CYTHERELLA N. SP. 1 
Plate VT, figures 3a, b 
DIAGNOSIS: A species of the genus Cytherella char­
acterised by a blunt projection at center of the posterior 
margin of the right valve and a strongly arched dorsal 
outline.
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DESCRIPTION: In lateral view ovate, highest slightly
behind middle; anterior margin roundly angulate; posterior 
margin wider, angulate, with a blunt projection at center 
in right valve; dorsal outline strongly arched and angu­
late in right valve, straight in left; ventral outline 
convex; surface smooth; right valve largest, overlaps 
left valve along all margins, greatest overlap dorsally 
at point of angulation; viewed dorsally, anterior rounded, 
posterior broad and blunt, widest just behind middle, 
line of valve juncture sinuous; line of concrescence co­
incides with inner margin; muscle scar pattern indistinct 
but apparently consists of numerous small scars arranged 
in an oval group; hingement adont.
REMARKS: Differs from Cytherella tuberculifera
Alexander in that dorsal and anterior margins are angulate, 
greatest height is posterior of middle, overlap by right 
valve is more pronounced, and dimensions are smaller.
The writer could not definitely establish the male of 
this species. All specimens had approximately the same 
length, however, several specimens had significantly less 
height* These more elongate forms are tenatively consid­
ered males. In spite of the inability to definitely es­
tablish the male of this species, the abundance and 
characteristic appearance of the female warrants its de­
scription as a new species. Species established on over 
fifty female specimens.
4#
Dimensions: 0.7# x 0.52 mm. (female)
0.7# x 0.4# mm. (male ?)
Localities: H-2, H-4, H-5, 1-4, F-2t F-4
F-5, A-l.
Genus CYTHERELLOIDEA Alexander, 1929
CYTHERELLOIDEA OZANANA Sexton, 1951
Plate VI, figure 4
Cytherelloidea ozanana Sexton, 1951, Journal of Paleon- 
tology.~ o I . 25. no. 6 , p. #12, pi. 117,^igs7 3 ,
6 (given in error by author as figs. 4, 5).
Cytherelloidea ozanana Howe and Laurencich, 195#, Intro- 
ductlon~to the Study of Cretaceous Ostracoda. Loui­
siana StateUniversity Press, pp. 267-268, 2 figs,
DESCRIPTION: In lateral view ovate, dorsal and ven­
tral margins nearly parallel; anterior and posterior 
margins broadly rounded; pronounced rim along dorsal, 
anterior, and ventral margins, dorsal rim is interrupted 
by a slight sulcus just anterior of center; shallow muscle 
depression located near middle of carapace just above 
median line; a short bar is located just above muscle 
depression in right valve and is slightly inclined in 
an antero-ventral direction, two longitudinal ridges lo­
cated below muscle depression, upper ridge curves upward 
just posterior of muscle depression and terminates in 
a prominent knob near posterior margin, lower ridge nearly 
horizontal and terminates in a pronounced knob near pos­
terior margin, a sharp, straight, vertical ridge connects
U9
the posterior edges of these two knobs.
Dimensions; 0.55 x 0.33 mm. (female) 
Localities; F-3, DD-2.
CYThERELLGIQEA TOLLETTENSIS Sexton, 1951
Plate VI, figure 9
Cytherelloidea tollettensis Sexton, 1951, Journal of 
EaleontoTogy. vol. T 5 7  P. 312, pi. 117, flgs.Hf,
3 (given in error by author as figs. 3, 6),
Cytherelloidea tollettensis Howe and Laurencich, 1958, 
Introduction to the Study of Cretaceous Ostracoda. 
Louisiana State University Press, p. 271, 1 fig.
DESCRIPTION: Sexually dimorphous. In lateral view
ovate, anterior margin broadly rounded, posterior margin
slightly angulate at center, posterior angulation more
pronounced in males; dorsal and ventral margins parallel;
females slightly angulate at postero-dorsal angle; females
with a pronounced rim along dorsal, anterior, and ventral
margins; a deep muscle depression located at center just
above median line; a straight longitudinal bar located
just dorsal of muscle depression, extends to posterior
margin where it terminates in a large boss; a large boss
is located at postero-ventral angle and an arcuate ridge,
coincident with posterior margin, connects the posterior
edge of this boss with the one above; an arcuate, convex
downward bar is located below muscle depression and just
above ventral marginal rim; surface between ridges very
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finely pitted; males essentially the same but boss at 
postero-ventral angle is lacking and one at posterior 
termination of dorsal bar is not as well developed.
Dimensions: 0.55 x 0.3A mm. (female)
0.55 x 0.30 mm. (male)
Locality: H-5.
CYTHERELLOIDEA SP.
Plate VI, figures 5a, b 
DIAGNOSIS: A species of the genus Cytherelloidea
characterized by parallel dorsal and ventral margins and 
a low, rounded boss at postero-dorsal angle.
DESCRIPTION: Sexually dimorphous. In lateral view
oblong, ovate; anterior margin broadly rounded, posterior 
margin acutely rounded, more acutely in females; dorsal 
and ventral outlines straight and parallel; pronounced 
ridge developed along all margins, dorsal ridge depressed 
just above shallow, centrally located muscle depression 
where it ends just below start of anterior marginal ridge; 
slight swelling of dorsal ridge at postero-dorsal angle 
results in a low boss, boss more conspicuous in females; 
a well defined, arcuate, convex downward ridge located 
just below muscle depression, a low swelling located just 
above each end of ridge in males, anterior swelling more 
pronounced than posterior; surface between ridges orna­
mented by irregular, fine pits and striations.
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REMARKS: Differs from Cytherelloidea tollettensis
Sexton in that dorsal ridge is at dorsal margin, lacks 
boss at postero-ventral angle, and surface is more coarsely 
pitted. Due to the lack of sufficient specimens of both 
sexes, the specific placement of this species can not be 
definitely established.
Dimensions: C.43 * 0,27 mm. (female)
O./46 x 0.27 mm, (male)
Localities: H-4, H-5, F-5.
Suborder P0D0C0PA Sars, 1365 
Family CYPRIDAE Baird, 1349 
Subfamily CYPRIDINAE Baird, 1346 
Genus PARACYPRIS Sars, 1399 
PARACYFRIS SP,
Plate XI, figure 1 
DIAGNOSIS: a  species of the genus Paracypris char­
acterized by a bluntly rounded anterior margin and a highly 
arched dorsal outline of which the anterior portion Is 
straight,
DESCRIPTION: Carapace in lateral view elongate,
ovate, highest just anterior of middle; anterior margin 
bluntly and obliquely rounded; dorsal outline highly arched, 
anterior portion straight, sloping antero-ventrally from 
highest point, posterior portion smoothly arched; ventral
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outline slightly concave; posterior margin acutely rounded; 
surface smooth; left valve larger than right, overlap 
greatest along ventral margin; internal features not ob­
servable.
REMARKS: Resembles Paracypri3 angusta Alexander
but differs in that posterior is not as produced and di­
mensions are smaller. This is probably a new species, 
however, due to the lack of sufficient specimens, the 
specific placement of this species cannot be definitely 
established.
dimensions: 0.61 x 0.32 mm.
Locality: T-2.
Family BAIRDIIJAE Sars, 1923
Subfamily BAIRDIINAE Sars, 1923
Genus BAIRDOPFILATA Coryell, Sample and Jennings, 1P35
BAIRDOFiILATA ROTUNDA (Alexander), 1927
Plate VI, figure 6
Bairdia subdeltoidea rotunda Alexander, 1927, Journal 
oT Paleontology. vol. 1. p. 31, pi* 6, figs. 1, 3.
Bairdia rotunda Alexander, 1929, Texas University Bulle­
tin 2$o“ , p. 62, pi. 3, figs. 2, 6.
Bairdia rotunda Alexander, 1939. Shreveport Geological 
Society. Guide Book. 14th Annual Field Trip, p. t>6,
Bairdia rotunda Albrittor. 1941, Field and Lab. Dallas, 
vol. 10, no. 1, pp. 49, 5S.
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? Bairdia cf, B. rotunda Swain, 194$, Maryland Board of
Waiural Resources. Cretaceous and tertiary SuEsurrace 
Geology, p. ZOO, pi, 13, figs.' l5, 16.
Bairdopilata rotunda Howe and Laurencich, 195S, Introduc- 
tlon to the Study of Cretaceous Ostracoda. Louisiana 
ytate*TTniversity Press, pp. 53-31*.,’ 2 figs.
DESCRIPTION: Carapace sub-triangular in lateral view,
slightly elongate posteriorly, greatest height just ante­
rior of center; anterior margin broadly and obliquely 
rounded with a gentle angulation just below median line; 
posterior margin roundly angulate, angulation slightly 
lower than anterior angulation, oosterior margin of right 
valve slightly upturned; dorsal outline strongly arched; 
ventral outline convex, central portion of ventral margin 
of right valve slightly concave; left valve larger than 
right, greatest overlap along dorsal and ventral margins, 
particularly in middle of ventral margin; surface of cara­
pace smooth or minutely punctate; marginal areas widest 
anteriorly, line of concrescence departs from inner mar­
gin anteriorly and posteriorly; radial pore canals and 
muscle scars not observable; hingement consists of crenu- 
late terminal cusps in right valve with erenulate termi­
nal sockets in left,
REMARKS: The presence of erenulate terminal elements
of the hingement places this species in the genus 
Bairdpppilata,
Dimensions: 1,15 x 0,75 mm.
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Localities: A-l, A-2, H-5, T-4, T-5,
T-6, DD-l, DD-2, DD-3, 
DD-4, F-l, AA-3, BB-3, 
BB-4.
Family CYTHERIDAE Baird, 1850
Subfamily CYTHERIDEINAE Sars, 1925
Genus HAPLOCYTHERIDEA Stephenson, 1936
HAPLOCYTHERIDEA ? j LUMMERI (Alexander), 1929
1 late VII, figures 2a-c
Cytheridea plummeri Alexander, 1929, Texas University 
Bulletin 2967, p. 73, pi. 5, figs'! 5^8.
Cytheridea plummeri Alexander and Alexander, 1933 , Ameri- 
can Midland Naturalist, vol. 14, p . 280, figs. la, 
b , 4a7 b.
Cytheridea plummeri Alexander, 1939, Shreveport Geological 
Society Guide-Book. 14th Annual H e l d  Trip, p. t>7*
Haplocytheridea plummeri Schmidt, 1948, Journal of Pale-
ontology, vol. 22. no. 4, P. 424, ol. 62, figs. 27-29, 
text fig. 2f.
Not Cytheridea plummeri Skinner, 1956, Transactions. Gulf 
Coast Associationof Geological Societies. 6th Annual 
HeifTngTpT W ,  PT7 47 figs. 2 a ^ -------
Haplocytheridea ? plummeri Butler and Jones, 1957, Loui- 
siana Department of (Conservation Geological Survey. 
Bulletin 32, p. lF7 pi. 4, H g .  9*
Haplocytheridea ? plummeri Howe and Laurencich, 1958,
Introduction to the Study of Cretaceous Ostracoda. 
Louisiana State BniversityPress, prT. 156-357,
3 figs.
DIAGNOSIS; A species questionably of the genus 
Haplocytheridea characterized by a pyriform lateral view
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and three to four vertical furrowa located in central 
portion of carapace.
DESCRIPTION: Sexually dimorphous, females shorter
and more compact than males. In lateral view carapace 
is pyriform, females highest at middle, males slightly 
anterior of middle; anterior margin obliquely rounded, 
denticulate; posterior margin narrow, angulate postero- 
ventrally; dorsal outline strongly arched, dorsal margin 
straight, sloping postero-ventrally, meets anterior and 
posterior margins with distinct angulation; ventral out­
line slightly concave behind middle; left valve larger 
than right overlapping along entire margin, greatest over­
lap along dorsal margin; surface punctate with three to 
four pronounced vertical furrows formed by larger punctae 
located in central portion of carapace; marginal area 
moderately wide anteriorly with numerous straight radial 
pore canals; line of concrescence departs from inner mar­
gin anteriorly; muscle scar pattern consists of a vertical 
row of four irregularly ovate scars with two in front; 
hingement merodont, strongly developed, consists of crenu- 
late terminal teeth in right valve connected by a low 
erenulate bar, left valve with complementary dentition 
and a well developed accommodation groove above hinge 
bar.
REMARKS: Taxonomic position uncertain. Presence
of accommodation groove in left valve makes the
5 b
placement of this species in the genus Haplocytheridea 
doubtful*
Dimensions: 0.86 x 0.53 mm. (male)
0.80 x 0.53 mm. (female)
Localities: DD-3, DD-7, H-2, H-3,
H-4, H-5, 1-2, F-l, F-2,
F-4, F-5, A-l, T-l, T-2,
AA-3, BB-2, CC-1.
HAPLOCYTHERIDEA ? IMSOLITA (Alexander and Alexander), 1933
Plate XI, figure 8
Cytheridea insolita Alexander and Alexander, 1933, Ameri­
can Midland Naturalist, vol. 14. P. 283, figs. 5a, b.
TaT
Cytheridea insolita Alexander, 1939, Shreveport Geological 
Society. Guide Book. 14th Annual Field Trip, p . 66.
Haplocytheridea ? insolita Howe and laurencich, 1°58.
Introduction to the "Study of Cretaceous Ostracoda. 
Louisiana St ate University Press, p. 3 5 3 ^ ^  figs.
DIAGNOSIS: A species questionably of the genus
Haplocvtheridea characterized by the Haplocytheridea
? plummeri (Alexander) shape, the right valve larger
than the left, and the positive hinge elements in the
left valve.
DESCRIPTION: Sexually dimorphous, females shorter
and more compact than males. In lateral view carapace 
is pyriform, highest just anterior of middle; anterior 
margin broadly and obliquely rounded; posterior margin 
narrow, angulate postero-ventrally; dorsal outline strongly
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arched, dorsal margin straight, sloping postero-ventrally; 
ventral outline slightly concave behind middle; right
valve larger than left overlapping along entire margin;
surface of carapace punctate with three centrally located 
vertical furrows formed by larger punctae; marginal area 
widest anteriorly with numerous straight radial pore ca­
nals; hingement merodont, left valve with terminal crenu- 
late teeth connected by a low erenulate bar, right valve 
complimentary with a shallow accommodation groove above 
hinge bar.
REMARKS: This snecies is differentiated from
Haplocvtheridea ? plummeri (Alexander) by the reversal 
of the hinge elements and the right valve oeing the 
largest.
Dimensions: 0.81 x 0.50 mm. (male)
0,70 x 0.50 mm. (female)
Locality: T-l.
HAPLOCYTHERIDEA ? N. SP. 1 
Plate VI, figures 7a-c
DIAGNOSIS: A species questionably of the genus
Haplocvtheridea characterized by a sub-triangular shape 
in lateral view and a short longitudinal groove near the 
center of the left valve.
DESCRIPTION: In lateral view compact, sub-triangular,
greatest height just anterior of middle; anterior margin
5a
broadly and obliquely rounded, denticulate in well pre­
served specimens; posterior margin narrower, acutely 
rounded, meeting dorsal margin with a slight angulation; 
dorsal outline arched, angulate, dorsal margin straight, 
inclined postero-ventrally; ventral outline convex; left 
valve largest overlapping along entire margin; surface 
coarsely punctate, left valve with an arcuate row of 
coarser punctae forming a vertical groove near center 
of carapace in front of which is a shorter, less distinct 
groove formed by three to four large punctae, a short 
longitudinal groove is located just behind these two ver­
tical grooves; right valve with one distinct, centrally 
placed, vertical groove which tends to bifurcate dorsally, 
a shorter, indistinct vertical groove located just behind; 
marginal area narrow with numerous, irregularly spaced 
radial pore canals; line of concrescence coincides with 
inner margin; hingement consists of terminal crenulate 
teeth in right valve with a low crenulate bar between, 
left valve complimentary with a shallow accommodation 
groove; muscle scars not observable.
REMARKS: This species resembles Hanlocvtheridea ?
grangerensls Howe and Laurencich but is more coarsely 
punctate and has a longitudinal depression in center of 
left valve. Differs from Haplocvtheridea ? plummeri (Al­
exander) in being less pointed posteriorly, in the pos­
session of the longitudinal groove in center of left valve,
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and in its smaller dimensions. Taxonomic position uncer­
tain. Presence of accommodation groove in left valve 
makes placement of this species in the genus Haplocytheridea 
doubtful. This species is based on more than fifty speci­
mens.
Dimensions: 0.57 x C.40 mm.
Localities: 0-4, 0-5. This species 
has also been observed 
by the writer in subsur­
face cores from the upper 
part of the Tokio forma­
tion in southwest Arkansas.
HAJLCCYTHERIDEA ? N. SP. 2 
Plate VII, figures 4a-d 
DIAGNOSIS: A species questionably of the genus
Haplocytheridea characterized by a tear-drop shape in 
lateral view and two to three vertical rows of larger 
punctae in central portion of carapace.
DESCRIPTION: Sexually dimorphous, females shorter
and more compact than males. In lateral view tear-drop 
shaped, highest at middle with dorsal and ventral margins 
converging posteriorly; anterior margin broadly and 
slightly obliquely rounded, finely denticulate; posterior 
margin narrow, roundly angulate just below middle, meets 
dorsal margin with a slight angulation; dorsal outline 
arched, dorsal margin slopes postero-ventrally, meets
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anterior margin with a slight angulation; ventral outline 
convex, rising posteriorly; left valve largest, overlapping 
right valve along entire margin; surface irregularly and 
coarsely punctate, two prominent vertical rows of coarser 
punctae in central portion of carapace, in front and be­
hind of which are less distinct, shorter vertical rows 
of coarser punctae; marginal area widest anteriorly with 
numerous radial pore canals; radial pore canals nearly 
straight but show tendency to become irregular near outer 
margin; line of concrescence departs slightly from inner 
margin anteriorly; hingement merodont consisting of ter­
minal crenulate teeth in right valve with a crenulate 
bar between, left valve complimentary with a well devel­
oped accommodation groove; muscle scar pattern consists 
of a vertical row of four oval scars with two oval scars 
in front.
REMARKS: This species has the same general shape
as Haplocytheridea ? monmouthensia (Berry) but lacks the 
small projecting "wing" at postero-ventral margin of right 
valve. Differs from Haplocytheridea ? plummeri (Alexander) 
in that posterior margin is less pointed, overlap of left 
valve not as pronounced, hingement not as strongly devel­
oped, and in its smaller dimensions. Taxonomic position 
uncertain. Presence of accommodation groove in left valve 
makes the placement of this species in the genus Hap­
locytheridea doubtful. This species based on more than
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one hundred specimens.
Dimensions: 0.60 x 0.46 mm. (male)
0.71 x 0.46 mm. (female)
Localities: H-2, H-3, K-4, H-5, 1-4,
DD-1, DD-2, F-l, F-2,
F-4, F-5, B-l, B-2 E-4,
E-5, CC-1, G-l, G-2,
G-3, C-6, A-2, AA-3,
BB-2, BB-3, BB-4, 0-4,
0-5.
HAi-LCCYTHERIDEA ? SF.
Plate VI, figures 2a, b 
DIAGNOSIS: A small soecies questionably of the genus
Haplocytheridea characterized by a sub-triangular shape 
and a coarsely perforate surface,
DESCRIPTION: In lateral view small, ovate, sub-
triangular, highest slightly in front of middle; anterior 
margin broadly and obliquely rounded; posterior margin 
narrower, acutely rounded; dorsal outline highly arched, 
angulate, dorsal margin straight, strongly inclined 
postero-ventrally, meets posterior margin with a slight 
angulation; ventral outline gently convex; left valve 
largest overlapping along entire margin; carapace inflated 
latero-ventrally; surface bears numerous coarse punctae 
arranged in a sub-rectangular pattern, several indistinct 
▼ertlcal ridges, formed by the lack of punctae, located 
in central portion of carapace; marginal area moderately
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wide bearing numerous, slightly sinuous radial pore canals 
which become more numerous and tend to bifurcate along 
antero-ventral margin; line of concrescence departs from 
inner margin anteriorly and posteriorly; hingement merodont, 
left valve with terminal crenulate sockets and an accom­
modation groove above hinge bar; muscle scar pattern not 
discernible.
REMARKS: Closely resembles Haplocytheridea ?
ravburnensls Butler and Jones but is more ovate in 
lateral outline and apparently possesses a median hinge 
bar as middle element of hingement in right valve. How­
ever, a complete right valve was not available for study. 
Taxonomic position uncertain, presence of accommodation 
groove makes the placement of this species in the genus 
Haplocytheridea doubtful.
Dimensions: 0.46 x 0.32 mm.
Localities: DD-1, DD-2, DD-3 , DD-4,
DD-7.
Genua ASCIOCYTHERS Swain, 1952 
ASCIOCYTHERE N. SP. 1 
Plate VII, figures 3a-c 
DIAGNOSIS: A small species of the genus Asciocvthere
characterised by its amygdaloid shape.
DESCRIPTION: In lateral view ovate, amygdaloid,
highest Just anterior of middle; anterior margin broadly
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and obliquely rounded, a shallow depression parallels 
anterior margin in both valves and delineates a n a r r o w ,  
compressed, shelf-like area along anterior margin; dor­
sal outline highly arched; posterior margin acutely rounded 
in left valve, more gently rounded in right; ventral out­
line strongly convex; surface of carapace finely punctate; 
left valve considerably larger than right, greatest over­
lap along dorsal end ventral margins, virtually nc over­
lap along anterior margin; hi ngomont. me rod on t , left valve 
with terminal crenulate roc hots separated by a smooth 
bar with a shal1ow accommodation groove above; •marginal 
area widest ant ori -''rip with numerous straight radial pore 
canals; lire of concrescence departs si 1ght:y from inn-'r 
margin anteriorly; muscle scar pattern r ■ -t v!'lv l'.
RuMARr.D; dimilar to the lower Cretaceous species 
Asc iocvthere amygdaloi des brevi s (Alexander;, which ques­
t i o n a b l y  equal'’ Asciocytherc rotunda (Vandorp , but 
differs in being smaller, more comjact , and possessing 
a cemrressed artericr marginal shelf. This snecies based 
or twenty specimens.
Dimensions: 0.50 x 0.35 rnm.
Localities: F-4, F-5, B-l, B-2, H-2,
H-3 * H-4, H-5, E-4, E-5,
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Genus CYTHERIDEA Bosquet, l£52 
CYTHERIDEa ? N. SI . 1 
Plate VII, figures 5a-c 
DIAGNOSIS: A questionable species of the genus
Cytheridea characterized by an ovate lateral outline, 
a blunt projection at center of posterior margin of left 
valve, and strongly infolded margins.
DESCRIPTION: In lateral view ovate, oblong, narrow­
ing posteriorly, highest slightly anterior of middle, 
roundly angulate at center of anterior and posterior mar­
gins; anterior margin rounded with slight swelling at 
center in left valve; posterior margin roundly angulate 
with a blunt projection developed at center in left valve; 
dorsal outline gently arched, dorsal margin straight, 
sloping posteriorly, meets anterior and posterior margins 
with a slight angulation; ventral outline convex meeting 
posterior margin with a slight angulation; left valve 
much larger than right overlapping along all margins, 
greatest overlap at center of posterior and anterior mar­
gins; margins strongly infolded along entire periphery, 
particularly in left valve; viewed dorsally anterior and 
posterior blunt, carapace widest slightly in front of 
middle, line of valve juncture slightly sinuous; surface 
of carapace coarsely punctate, larger punctae form two 
vertical furrows in central portion of carapace; marginal 
areas narrow with numerous straight radial pore canals;
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line of concrescence departs from inner margin anteriorly 
and posteriorly; muscle scar pattern consists of a ver­
tical row of four oval scars with two rounded scars in 
front; hingement merodont with terminal elongate, crenu­
late teeth in right valve with a crenulate ridge between, 
left valve complimentary.
REMARKS: This species fits no known genus, however,
lack of sufficient specimens prevented erecting a new 
genus. On the basis of hingement, muscle scar pattern, 
and surface ornamentation, this species has been tenta­
tively placed in the genus Cytheridea. However, the 
strongly infolded margins and shape of the carapace do 
not fit the description of this genus. This species based 
on four right valves, five left valves, and one complete 
carapace.
Dimensions: 0.32 x 0.43 mm.
Locality: F-l.
Genus KRITHE Brady, Crosskey and Robertson, 1374
KRXTHE cf. K, POSTPROJECTA Schmidt, 1943
Plate VI, figure 3
Krithe poatpro-lecta Schmidt, 1943, Journal of Paleontology. 
vol. 22, p. 409, pi. 61, fig. 8, text fig, 2d.
? Krithe cf, K, postprojects Swain, 1952, United States 
Geological Syryey. Professional Paper‘554-B, p. 87,
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Krithe postprojects Howe and Laurencich, 195&, Introduction 
to the Study of Cretaceous Ostracoda. Louisiana 
State University Press, p. 277, 1 fig.
DIAGNOSIS: A species of the genus Krithe character­
ized by the posterior margin developed into a rounded 
projection at postero-ventral angle.
DESCRIPTION: In lateral view, oblong, greatest height
approximately at middle; anterior margin bluntly rounded; 
posterior margin obliquely rounded, slopes postero- 
ventrally making an acute angle with ventral margin, 
a conspicuous invagination in lower portion of posterior 
margin below which the posterior margin is developed into 
a low, rounded projection; dorsal outline gently arched; 
ventral margin slightly convex; surface of carapace smooth; 
left valve larger than right overlapping along all margins, 
overlap least along postero-dorsal margin; internal char­
acteristics not observable.
REMARKS: Apparently fits description and illustra­
tion of Krithe postorolecta Schmidt. No type specimens 
were available for comparison.
Dimensions: 0.57 x 0.29 *nm.
Localities: F-4, H-4.
Subfamily CYTHERURINAE Muller, 139i*
Genus E0CYTHER0PTER0N Alexander, 1929 
E0CYTHER0PTER0N SP.
Plate VII, figures la, b
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DIAGNOSIS: A species of the genus Eocvtheropteron
characterized by a series of concentric incised lines 
which parallel the periphery of the carapace*
DESCRIPTION: Carapace tumid; in lateral view ovate,
highest anteriorly, inflated latero-ventrally; anterior 
margin broadly and obliquely rounded; dorsal outline 
smoothly arched; ventral outline strongly convex; poste­
rior margin narrow, acutely rounded, bears a distinct, 
blunt, upturned caudal process near dorsal margin in left 
valve; surface of carapace finely pitted, six to eight 
concentric, shallow incised lines parallel periphery of 
carapace; left valve much larger than right; hingement 
merodont, right valve with crenulate terminal teeth and 
a crenulate median bar, left valve complimentary; marginal 
area narrow with widely spaced radial pore canals; line 
of concrescence departs slightly from inner margin ante­
riorly; muscle scars not visible.
REMARKS: Resembles Eocvtheropteron tumidura (Alexander)
but differs in lateral outline, in the possession of con­
centric incised lines on surface, and a more pronounced 
caudal process. This is probably a new species but the 
lack of sufficient specimens prevents definite taxonomic 
placement.
Dimensions: 0.63 x 0.42 mm. (left valve)
Localities: H-2, H-4.
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Genus ORTHONOTACYTHERE Alexander, 1933
ORTHONOTACYTHERE HANNAI (Israelsky), 1929
Plate VIII, figure 1
Cytheridea ? hannai Israelsky, 1929, Arkansas Geological 
Survey, Bulletin No, 2, p, 12, pl^ 2A , Figs. lOa-b.
Cytherooteron hannai Alexander, 1929, Texas University 
Bulletin 2967, P. 105, pi. 9, fig. 16.
Qrthonotacvthere hannai Alexander, 1933, Journal of 
Paleontology, vol. 7. d. 22, r>l. 25, Figs. la-c; 
p i t  2 6 , " figs. 6a, b; pi. 27, figs. 14a, b.
Qrthonotacythere hannai Alexander, 1934, Journal of 
Baieontoibgy.' vol. 3, p. 65*
Qrthonotacvthere hannai var. Alexander, 1939, Shreveport 
(Geological Society. Guide Book. 14th Annual Field 
Trip, p. 66.
Qrthonotacvthere hannai Skinner, 1956, Transactions. Gulf 
floast Association of Geological Societies. 6th Annual 
Meeting, p. 202, p±7 4, figs. 9a7 h.
Qrthonotacythere h^gnai Butler and Jones, 1957, Louisiana 
department oT~fronservation. Geological Survey. 
Bulletin 32, p. 21, pi. 4, fig* 2.
Qrthonotacythere hannai Howe and Laurencich, 1958, Intro­
duction' to the Study of Cretaceous Ostracoda. Loui­
siana State "University Press, p. 436, 2 figs.
DIAGNOSIS: A species of the genus Qrthonotacvthere
characterized by seven to eight splnose tubercles and 
a pronounced caudal process at dorsal margin.
DESCRIPTION: In lateral view oblong, ovate, highest
anteriorly; anterior margin compressed, broadly and ob­
liquely rounded bearing seven to eight blunt spines; pos­
terior margin narrow, compressed, sloping upward to a 
pronounced, blunt caudal process at dorsal margin; dorsal
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margin straight, nronounced glassy eye spot extends 
slightly above dorsal margin; ventral margin strongly 
convex; surface finely reticulate with seven to eight 
spinose tubercles located in front of, behind, and below 
a slightly arcuate median sulcus; hingement merodont, 
right valve with crenulate terminal teeth and a narrow 
crenulate median groove, left valve complimentary; line 
of concrescence coincident with inner margin.
Dimensions: 0.6A x 0.36 mm.
Locality: F-5.
ORTHONOTACYTHERE cf. 0. SCROBICliLATA Alexander, 1934
H a t e  VIII, figure 7
Qrthonotacvthere scrobiculata Alexander, 1934, Journal 
of Paleontology, vol. 3. p. 66, pi. 8 , figs. 2, 8.
Qrthonotacvthere scrobiculata Howe and Laurencich, 1958, 
introduction to the Study of Cretaceous Qstracoda. 
Louisiana State TTnTver'sityTre"sV, v~. £40~ 2 ?igs7
DIAGNOSIS: A small, quadrate species of the genus
urthonotacvthere.
DESCRIPTION: In lateral view small, quadrate; nar­
row keel developed along anterior, ventral, and posterior 
margins and forms an indistinct, upturned caudal process 
at postero-dorsal angle; anterior margin broadly and ob­
liquely rounded; posterior margin narrower and roundly 
angulate postero-dorsally; dorsal outline nearly straight;
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ventral outline strongly convex; glassy eye spot promi­
nent at antero-dorsal angle; surface finely reticulate 
with a well developed median sulcus; three prominent tu­
bercles located along ventral margin just below median 
sulcus with a fourth, indistinct tubercle just in front 
of these three, two prominent tubercles located above 
median line, one on each side of sulcus, the anterior 
of which is connected to the eye spot by a low ridge, 
below this tubercle is a short vertical ridge parallel 
to anterior margin, an indistinct tubercle located at 
postero-dorsal angle; internal features not observable.
REMARKS: Qrthonotacvthere scrobiculata Alexander
typically displays four well developed tubercles along 
ventral margin while this species has only three promi­
nent tubercles with an indistinct one in front. Similar 
to 0. scrobiculata in all other respects.
Dimensions: 0.^2 x 0.25 mm.
Locality: H-4.
ORTHONOTACYTHERE SF.
Plate XI, figure 3 
DIAGNOSIS: A species of the genus Qrthonotacvthere
characterized by eight to nine spinose tubercles on sur­
face of carapace and the lack of a caudal process.
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DESCRIPTION: In lateral view sub-rhomboidal, highest
anteriorly; anterior margin broadly and obliquely rounded; 
posterior margin narrower, sloping strongly upward; both 
anterior and posterior margins bear well developed keels; 
dorsal outline nearly straight, glassy eye spot prominent; 
ventral outline strongly convex; surface indistinctly 
pitted with eight to nine large, spinose tubercles located 
in front of, behind, and below a shallow median sulcus; 
hingement merodont, left valve with terminal crenulate 
sockets and a narrow crenulate median bar; marginal area 
narrow; line of concrescence coincident with inner mar­
gin.
REMARKS: The only specimen of this species in the
writer1s collection resembles Qrthonotacvthere hannai 
(Israelsky) in all respects except caudal process is 
lacking.
Dimensions: 0,53 x 0.36 mm.
Locality: A-l.
Subfamily BYTHOCYTHERINAE Sars, 1926 
Genus M0N0CERATINA Roth, 1928 
MONOCERATINA SP.
Plate XI, figures 6a, b 
DIAGNOSIS: A species of the genus Monoceratina
characterised by an oval outline in lateral view, a
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short, blunt latero-ventral spine, and several rows of 
low, rounded nodes on ventral surface.
DESCRIPTION: In lateral view oblong, ovate, highest 
anteriorly; anterior margin compressed, broadly rounded, 
rimmed below middle; posterior margin narrower, acutely 
rounded, indistinctly rimmed; dorsal outline straight; 
ventral margin convex with a slight invagination in front 
of middle, bears a prominent rim; carapace inflated latero- 
ventrally, a prominent, laterally projecting, blunt spine 
located at posterior margin of inflated area, a well de­
fined median sulcus located just in front of spine, ven­
tral surface of inflated area bears several longitudinal 
rows of low, rounded nodes; surface of carapace smooth; 
left valve larger than right overlapping slightly along 
anterior margin; internal features not observable.
REMARKS: Differs from Monoceratina sagitta Butler
and Jones in that it lacks a strongly sagittate outline 
in dorsal view and median sulcus not as well developed 
as in M, sagitta. Resembles Monoceratina nitida Alexander 
but lacks swelling in front of median sulcus. Lack of 
sufficient specimens prevents the specific placement of 
this species.
Dimensions: 0.63 x 0.32 mm.
Locality: CC-1.
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Subfamily BRACHYCYTHERINAE Puri, 1953
Genua BRACHYCYTHERE Alexander, 1933
BRACHYCYTHERE LEDAFORMA (Israelsky), 1929
Plate VIII, figure 3
Cytheropteron ledaforma Israelsky, 1929, Arkansas Geologi- 
cal Guryev. Bulletin 2, p. £, pi. 1A, figs. 5-7,
Cythere acutocaudata Alexander, 1929, Texas University 
Bulletin 2907, p. #7, pi. 7, figs. 5, 6.
Brachycythere ledaforma Alexander, 1933, Journal of 
Paleontology, vol. 7, p. 206, pi, 25, fig. 9,
pi. 27, fig. 20.
Brachvcythere ledaforma Jennings, 1936, Bulletin of
American Paleontologists. vol. 23, no. 78, P* 49,
pi. 6, fig. 15.
Brachvcythere ledaforma Calahan, 1939, Shreveport Geologi­
cal Society. Guide Book, 14th Annual Field trip, 
p. 4l”, pi. 3, fig. 2.
Brachvcythere ledaforma van den Bold, 1950, Journal of 
Paleontology. volT 24, p. 10B.
Brachvcythere ledaforma Skinner, 1956, Transactions of 
Gulf Coast Association of Geological Societies.Tth 
Annual Meeting, p. 10d, pi. 2, rigs. 2a-cT.
Brachvcythere ledaforma Butler and Jones, 1957, Louisiana 
department oJ* Conservation. Geological Survey. Bul­
letin 3 2 , p. 267 pi. 3 1 £ig. 3.
Intro-
2 figs.
DIAGNOSIS: A species of the genus Brachvcythere
characterized by an Inflated, punctate, latero-ventral 
surface and a strongly compressed, slightly downtumed 
posterior.
DESCRIPTION: Carapace in lateral view oblong, nar­
rowing posteriorly, highest anterior of middle and just
Ih
behind eye spot; anterior margin compressed, obliquely 
rounded; posterior strongly compressed, angulate in 
postero-ventral direction; dorsal outline arched; ventral 
margin slightly concave, partially obscured by latero- 
ventral swelling; surface of latero-ventral swelling or­
namented by punctae and several longitudinal striations 
which are most pronounced on ventral surface of inflated 
area, latero-ventral swelling is delineated anteriorly 
by a shallowly incised line extending from just in front 
of middle of ventral margin to just behind eye spot where 
it terminates in a more pronounced depression; left valve 
larger than right overlapDing along all margins except 
at antero-ventral and postero-ventral angles; line of 
concrescence coincident with inner margin; hingement 
amphidont•
BRACHYCYTHERE SPHENOIDES (Reuss), 1B5L 
Plate VIII, figure 6 
Cythe ' * ’ **
a
Cvtheropteron aphenoldea Jones and Hinde, 1390, Paleonto-
Saimlcal gocietv of London. vol. *►3, P. 33, pl.'T, gs. 18-20.
Dimensions: 0.69 x 0.L4 mm.
Localities: H-5. F-2, F-L, F-5, T-l,
A a -3, B B - 2 , B& - A .
fiaturw. ui. . uenlcacrn. Ed. 7. d . lAl
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Brachyci
Cythere sphenoides Alexander, 1929, Texas University 
Bulletin 2^0?, p. 81, pi. 7, figs. 9, 1A.
Cytheropteron sp. B, Israelsky, 1929. Arkansas Geological 
Survey .""Bulletin 2, p. 8, pi. 1 A, figs. ?a-c,
lvcythere sphenoides Alexander, 1933, Journal of 
Paleontology. vol. 7. p .  205. pi. 25, figs. 3a-c; 
pi. 56, figs. 72, b; pi. 27, fig. 19.
Brachvcythere sphenoides Loetterle, 1937, Nebraska Geo­
logical Survey, Second Series, Bulletin 12, p . 53» 
pl7l§", figs. la, b.
Brachvcythere sphenoides Calahan, 1939, Shreveport Geo- 
logical~Society. Guide Book. lAth Annual Field^rip, 
p. A1 , pi, 3 , figs. 5a-c.
Brachvcythere sphenoides Alexander, 1939, Shreveport Geo- 
logi^al~"Societv. Guide Book. lAth Annual Field Trip]
Brachvcythere sphenoides Swain, 1952, United States Geo- 
logical Survey. Professional Paper 23A-B, p. §0, 
pi. 8 , figs. 42, A3.
Brachvcythere sphenoides Butler and Jones, 1957, Louisiana 
Department of Conservation. Geological Survey.
Bulletin 32, p. 27, pi, 3, fig. 1.
Brachvcythere sphenoides Howe and Laurencich, 195&, Intro- 
Quction~to the Study of Cretaceous Ostracoda.
Louisiana StateUniversity Press,pp. 91-92, 3 figs.
DIAGNOSIS: A large species of the genus Brachycvthere
characterized by an arched dorsal outline which is angulate 
at antero-dorsal and postero-dorsal angles and a pronounced 
latero-ventral inflation which bears an alar ridge.
DESCRIPTION: Carapace in lateral view oblong, ovate,
strongly inflated latero-ventrally, highest in front of 
middle and behind glassy eye spot; anterior margin com­
pressed, broadly and obliquely rounded, denticulate in 
well preserved specimens; posterior margin compressed,
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rounded angulate; dorsal outline arched, angulate at 
antero-dorsal and postero-dorsal angles; ventral margin 
gently convex, partially obscured by latero-ventral 
swelling; slight depression located behind glassy eye 
spot; moderately well developed alar ridge marks lateral 
extremity of latero-ventral swelling, carapace shallowly 
depressed just above alar ridge, ventral surface of in­
flated portion of carapace bears several indistinct lon­
gitudinal striations; surface finely perforate; left valve 
largest, greatest overlap along dorsal margin; marginal 
area widest anteriorly with numerous, slightly sinuous 
radial pore canals which tend to branch near outer margin; 
line of concrescence departs slightly from inner margin 
anteriorly and posteriorly; hingement araphidont, posterior 
tooth in right valve is elongate and crenulate, left valve 
complementary with an accommodation grove; muscle scar
pattern consists of a crescent shaped scar below which
is a triangular group of three ovate scars, in front of 
these are two scars, the upper being heart shaped and 
the lower ovate.
Dimensions: 1.05 x O.67 mm.
Localities: H-3, H-4, H-5, 1-1, 1-3,
1-4, 1-5, B-l, 0-4, 0-5,
F-l, F-2, F-4, F-5, T-l,
T-4, T-5, T-6, G-l, G-2,
G-3, E-3.
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BRACHYCYTHERE cf. B. TAYLCRENSIS (Alexander), 1929
Plate VIII, figures 7a-c
Cvthere tavlorensis Alexander, 1929, Texa3 University 
Bulletin 2^67, p. 62, pi. 7, f igs. 3, k.
Brachvcythere tavlorensis Alexander, 1939, Shreveport 
geological Society. Guide Book. l^th Annual rield 
trip, p. 66.
Braehycvthere tavlorensis Howe and Laurencich, 1956,
Introduction fco the Study of Cretaceous Ostracoda. 
Louisiana St ate UniversityTress, p. §2,^  figs.
DIAGNCSIS: A srecies of the genus Brachycythere
characterized by a latero-ventrally inflated caraoace
and a thickened dorsal rim d e v e l o p e d  in anterior of left
valve.
DESCRIPTION: In lateral view, elongate, ovate, highest
near middle; anterior compressed, margin broadly and ob­
liquely rounded, finely denticulate; posterior compressed, 
narrow, angulate at center, finely denticulate with one 
or two large, backward directed spines at point of angu­
lation; dorsal outline arched with a slight concavity 
in posterior portion; ventral margin convex, central por­
tion obscured by latero-ventral swelling; left valve largest, 
greatest overlap along dorsal margin; surface smooth with 
a well developed glassy eye spot beneath which is a shal­
low depression; each valve with a low alar ridge above 
which is a row of shallow, indistinct pits, a thickened 
dorsal rim developed in anterior of left valve; marginal 
area widest anteriorly with numerous, slightly sinuous
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radial pore canals; line of concrescence departs slightly 
from inner margin anteriorly and posteriorly; hingement 
amphidont with an elongate, crenulate posterior tooth 
in right valve, left valve complementary with an accom­
modation groove; muscle scar pattern not observable*
REMARKS: Closely resembles Brachvcythere tavlorensis
as figured and described by Alexander (1929) in all re­
spects except alar ridge is not sharp and abruptly ter­
minated. No type species of B. tavlorensis was available 
for comparison.
Dimensions: 0.7# x 0.53 mir.
Localities: F-2, F-5, T-4, T-6.
BRACHYCYTHERE N. SP. 1 
Plate VIII, figures 4a-c 
DIAGNOSIS: A snecies of the genus Brachvcythere
characterized by the B. ledaforma (Israelsky) shape and 
the development of a pronounced alar ridge on the right 
valve.
DESCRIPTION: In lateral view carapace is oblong,
ovate, narrowing posteriorly; greatest height anterior 
of center and just behind eye spot; anterior compressed, 
margin obliquely rounded; posterior compressed, angulate 
in a postero-ventral direction; dorsal outline nearly 
straight, sloping posteriorly, meets anterior and
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posterior margins with a distinct angulation; ventral 
margin slightly convex, partially obscured by latero- 
ventral swelling; a pronounced thickened ridge developed 
at lateral margin of inflated portion of right valve, 
lacking in left valve; surface punctate, latero-ventral 
swelling ornamented by several longitudinal striations 
and larger punctae; left valve with several diagonally 
arranged striations in central portion of carapace just 
above longitudinal striations; anterior edge of latero- 
ventral swelling delineated by a weakly incised line 
extending from just in front of middle of ventral margin 
to behind eye spot where it terminates in a more pronounced 
depression; eye spot more conspicuous in right valve; 
marginal area widest anteriorly with numerous straight, 
fine radial pore canals; line of concrescence coincident 
with inner margin; muscle scar pattern indistinct but 
apparently consists of a vertical row of four irregular 
ovate scars, middle two of which are side by side, with 
a crescent shaped scar in front; hingement amphidont, 
posterior tooth in right valve is elongate and crenulate, 
accommodation groove in left valve; left valve larger 
than right overlapping along all margins except at postero- 
ventral angle.
REMARKS: This species is extraordinarily distinct
in the dissimilarity of the ornamentation of the valves, 
particularly diagnostic in ventral view. Resembles
so
Brachvcythere ledaforma (Israelsky) in essentially all 
respects except has distinct alar ridge developed on right 
valve. This species based on over thirty complete cara­
paces.
Dimensions: 0.6l x O.kO mm.
Localities: H-5, F-2, F-5, BB-2.
BRACHYCYTHERE N. SP. 2 
Plate VIII, figure 5 
DIAGNOSIS: A small species of the genus Brachvcythere
of the B. ledaforma (Israelsky) shape characterized by 
the lack of longitudinal striations on the ventral sur­
face of the latero-ventral swelling.
DESCRIPTION: Carapace in lateral view oblong, ovate,
narrowing posteriorly, greatest height just behind eye 
spot; anterior compressed, margin broadly and obliquely 
rounded; posterior compressed, roundly angulate in a 
postero-ventral direction; dorsal margin straight, slop­
ing posteriorly and meeting posterior margin with a slight 
angulation; ventral margin straight, partially obscured 
by a pronounced latero-ventral swelling; left valve largest 
overlapping right valve along all margins except at postero- 
ventral and antero-ventral angles, greatest overlap along 
dorsal margin; surface punctate, punctae arranged In di­
agonal rows sloping antero-ventrally; a short, indistinct,
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diagonal depression located near anterior edge of latero- 
ventral swelling, anterior edge of inflated portion de­
lineated by an indistinct incised line extending from 
just in front of middle of ventral margin to behind eye 
spot where it terminates in a more pronounced depression; 
both valves bear a poorly developed alar ridge; marginal 
area widest anteriorly; radial pore canals fine, numerous, 
and straight; line of concrescence coincident with inner 
margin; muscle scar pattern indistinct but apparently 
consists of a vertical row of four irregular ovate scars, 
the middle two of which are side by side, with a crescent 
shaped one in front; hingement is amphidont, posterior 
tooth in right valve is elongate and crenulate.
REMARKS: This species is more compact, has a less
pointed posterior and has smaller dimension than 
Brachvcythere ledaforma (Israelsky). Also differs 
from B, ledaforma in lacking the longitudinal striations 
on the latero-ventral swelling. This species based on 
six complete carapaces.
Dimensions: 0.57 x 0.33 mm.
Localities: H-5, B-l*
BRACHYCYTHERE N. SP. 3 
Plate VIII, figures 6a, b
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DIAGNOSIS: A species of the genus Brachycythere
characterized by a distinctive ovate lateral outline and 
a pronounced, rounded, latero-ventral swelling.
DESCRIPTION: In lateral view oblong, distinctly
ovate, highest just behind eye spot; anterior compressed, 
margin broadly rounded; posterior less compressed, nar­
rower, more acutely rounded, dorsal outline arched, meets 
posterior margin with a slight angulation; ventral margin 
convex, partially obscured by pronounced latero-ventral 
swelling; surface finely punctate, anterior edge of latero- 
ventral swelling delineated by an incised line extending 
from just in front of middle of ventral margin to behind 
eye spot where it terminates in a more pronounced depres­
sion, eye spot bears a shallow, triangular depression; 
left valve largest overlapping right valve along dorsal 
margin; hingement amphidont, posterior tooth crenulate, 
accommodation groove in left valve; marginal area moder­
ately wide anteriorly with numerous fine, straight radial 
pore canals; line of concrescence departs from inner 
margin anteriorly; muscle scars not observable.
REMARKS: Differs from Brachycythere ovata (Alexander)
in having a shorter length in relationship to width, a 
more bluntly rounded anterior, and a straighter dorsal 
outline. Differs from Brachvcythere darensis Swain in 
lacking an alar ridge and in its smaller dimensions.
Incised line along anterior margin of latero-ventral
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swelling is considered to denote a relationship to
Brachycythere ledaforma (Israelsky). This species
based on numerous individual valves and complete carapaces.
Dimensions: 0.72 x 0.1*3 mm.
Localities: H-3, B-l, 1-4, H-5, F-2,
F-4, F-5, T-l, T-6.
Genus ALATACYTHERE Murray and Hussey, 1942
ALATACYTHERE cf. A. FUNDEROSANA (Israelsky), 1929
Plate X, figures 2a-c
Cytheropteron ponderosana Israelsky, 1929, Arkansas Geo-
iogical~Survey. Bulletin 2, p. 9, pi* 2 A , figs. ia-c.
Cythereis thomasi Israeluky, new name in Alexander, 1933, 
J o umal^of^Paleontology. vol. 7, p. 211, pi. 25,
Cythereis thomasi Calahan, 1939, Shreveport Geological 
SocTetv. Guide Book. 14th Annual Field Trip, p* 41,
pl. 3, fiiTTT
Cythereis thomasi Alexander, 1939, Shreveport Geological 
Society. Guide Book, 14th Annual Field Trip, p 7 o&.
Ftervgocvthereis thomasi Hill, 1954, Journal of Paleon­
tology, voT.28. p. 816, pl. 98, figs. 5a-c; pi. 99, 
rigs. 2a-c.
Alatacvthere ponderosana Butler and Jones, 1957, Louisiana 
Department of Conservation. Geological Survey. 
Bulletin 32, p. 29, pl. 2, figs. 4a-c.
DIAGNOSIS: An elongate species of the genus
Alatacvthere which tapers posteriorly and has well 
developed latero-ventral ala.
DESCRIPTION: Carapace in lateral view oblong, ovate
highest at glassy eye spot; anterior margin compressed, 
broadly and obliquely rounded, rimmed, coarsely denticu­
late below middle; posterior margin narrower, roundly 
angulate slightly above median line, rimmed, coarsely 
denticulate below point of angulation; dorsal outline 
almost straight, dorsal margin partially obscured by 
dorsal ridge; low hinge ear developed ovor eye spot and 
a low triangular process located at. postero-dorsa] angle 
in left valve; dorsal ridge sharp, slightly sinuous, ex­
tends from just behind eye spot to post^ro-dorsnl angle, 
in left valve is separated from triangular process at 
posterc-dorsal angle by a shallow sulcus; ventral margin 
straight, rises posteriorly, partially obscured by latero 
ventral ala; ala wide, terminating in blunt points, a 
row of sub-rectangular pits located on upper surface of 
ala near lateral margin; surface of caranace smooth; 
hingement amphidont, right valve with smooth anterior 
tooth, postadjacent socket, smooth median groove, and 
crenulate posterior tooth, left valve complementary; mar­
ginal area narrow with widely spaced, straight radial 
pore canals; line of concrescence coincides with inner 
margin; muscle scars not visible,
REMARKS: The specimens of this species collected
from the Brownstown formation differ slightly from 
Alatacvthere ponderosana (Israelsky) in that the dorsal
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ridge is not as high and sharp and the posterior margin 
is more angulate. However, an examination of numerous 
topotypes of A. ponderosana showed that considerable 
variation exists within this species and the Brownstown 
specimens were considered to fall within the limits of 
variation.
Dimensions: 0.85 x 0,41 mm.
Localities: A-l, A-2, H-i*, H-5, DD-1,
DD-2.
ALATACYTHERE TOKIANA (Israelsky), 1920 
I late X, figures 3a, b
Cytheropteron tokiana Israelsky, 1929, Arkansas Geologi- 
cal Survey, Bulletin 2, p. 9, pl. 1A, figs. 8, 9a, b.
? Cythereis tokiana Loetterle, 1937, Nebraska Geological 
purvey. Second Series, Bulletin R 7 p * -5, pl. 9, 
figs. la, b.
Not Cythereis (Pt ervgQCYthereis ) tokiana Bold, 1916, 
Contribution to the Ostracoda.... J. H.
Debussy, Amsterdam, p. 100, pl, 6, fig. 9.
? Ptervgocvthereis cf. P. tokiana Swain, 1952, United
States Geological Survey. Professional Paper 23l-B, 
p. 35, pl. 9, figs. 1-3.
Ptervgocvthereis tokiana Hill, 1951, Journal of Paleon­
tology, voT. 28, p. 817.
Alatacvthere tokiana Howe and Laurencich, 1958, Introduc­
tion to the Study of Cretaceous Ostracoda. Louisiana 
State University Press, p. 15, 2 figs.
DIAGNOSIS: A large species of the genus Alatacvthere
characterized by a sub-rhomboidal lateral outline, a
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triangular process at postero-dorsal angle of left valve, 
and short, blunt, latero-ventral ala.
DESCRIPTION: Carapace in lateral view sub-rhomboidal,
highest at eye spot; anterior margin compressed, broadly 
and obliquely rounded, rimmed; posterior margin narrower, 
compressed, roundly angulate above median line, rimmed, 
both anterior and posterior margins bear numerous, small, 
rounded nodes; dorsal margin straight, partially obscured 
by dorsal ridge, prominent hinge ear developed in left 
valve over glassy eye Spot, a well developed triangular 
process located at postero-dorsal angle of left valve; 
ventral margin nearly straight bearing a low, sharp rim; 
dorsal ridge short, rounded, slightly sinuous, separated 
from postero-dorsal triangular process and eye spot by 
well developed sulci; carapace inflated latero-ventrally, 
lateral margin of inflated portion bears a pronounced 
alar ridge which terminates posteriorly in a rounded boss, 
anteriorly, ridge is confluent with anterior marginal 
rim, a row of sub-rectangular depressions located on upper 
surface of ridge; surface of carapace smooth with widely 
spaced, large, normal pore canals; hingement amphidont, 
posterior tooth in right valve is crenulate; marginal 
area moderately wide bearing large, widely spaced, straight, 
radial pore canals which terminate in the small marginal 
nodes; line of concrescence coincident with inner margin; 
muscle scar pattern consists of a vertical row of four
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elongate, crescent shaped scars with a U-shaped one in
front; left valve largest, overlapping at hinge ear and
at posterior cardinal angle*
Dimensions: 1.03 x 0.56 mm.
Localities: E-4, E-5, C-l, DD-1,
DD-2.
ALATACYTHERE ? N. Si . 1 
Plate IX, figures 6a-c 
DIAGNOSIS: A species questionably of the genus
Alatacvthere characterized by a smooth, hyaline carapace 
and four to five flattened spines projecting from the 
lateral margin of the latero-ventral swelling.
Carapace in lateral view elongate, tapering markedly 
posteriorly, highest anteriorly, anterior margin broadly 
rounded, compressed, rimmed, bearing numerous, large, 
flattened spines; posterior margin narrow, compressed, 
produced, acutely angulate, rimmed, bearing five to six 
large, flattened, blunt spines, spines at point of angu­
lation fused to form a caudal process; dorsal margin 
straight, bearing several flattened, posteriorly directed 
spines, a well developed hinge ear above eye spot in left 
valve, in right valve an irregular, bifid spine developed 
over eye spot; ventral margin gently convex with a low, 
sharp rim along its central portion; carapace hyaline,
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smooth, inflated latero-ventrally, lateral extremity of 
inflated portion bears four to five flattened spines which 
increase in length posteriorly resulting in an arrow-head­
like outline in dorsal view; marginal area narrow with 
numerous, straight, radial pore canals; line of concres­
cence coincides with inner margin; hingement modified 
amphidont and weakly developed, both anterior and poste­
rior teeth in right valve are crenulate; muscle scar pat­
tern consists of a vertical row of four, closely spaced, 
irregular elongate scars with a heart shaped one in front.
REMARKS: The transparent nature of the carapace,
the weakly developed crenulate hingement, and narrow mar­
ginal area suggests the possibility that this species 
is a young molt, probably the last molt state of 
Alatacvthere. However, no larger form occurs with 
this species which the writer considers to represent 
the adult form and, in view of this species abundance 
and stratigraphic importance, this species will be named 
as new.
Dimensions: 0.59 x 0.32 mm.
Localities: CC-1, E-4, E-5, B-l,
F-4, F-5, H-3, H-4, H-5.
Genus PTERYGOCYTHERE Hill, 1954 
PTERYGOCYTHERE SP.
Plate XI, figures 7a, b
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DIAGNOSIS: A species of the genus Pterygocythere
characterized by an abrupt narrowing of the carapace be­
hind middle in lateral view and well developed latero- 
ventral ala.
D&SCRIPTIQN: In lateral view ov/ate, oblong, highest
anteriorly; anterior margin compressed, broadly and ob­
liquely rounded, rimmed, bearing indistinct, low, rounded 
nodes; posterior margin much narrower, compressed, acutely 
rounded, rimmed; dorsal outline nearly straight; ventral 
margin convex, sloping .,tr:ngly upward in posterior half, 
bears a we?1 developed, rounded, marginal rim; carapace 
inflated latero-ventrally to form or-'nounced ala which 
bear a well developed marginal ridge, dorsal surface of 
ridge bears a row of shallow pits; eye spot indistinct; 
a low, obscure hinge ear developed in left valve; a low, 
rounded dorsal ridge parallels dorsal margin, turns down­
ward at its anterior and posterior terminations, and is 
separated from hinge ear by a well defined sulcus; sur­
face of carapace smooth; hingement arrmhidont, right valve 
with a smooth, rounded anterior tooth, postadjacent socket, 
narrow median groove and a low, elongate, crenulate pos­
terior tooth, left valve complementary with a shallow 
accommodation groove; line of concrescence coincident 
with inner margin; radial pore canals straight, irregu­
larly spaced and intersecting; muscle scar pattern not 
discernible.
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REMARKS: Closely resembles fterygocythere saratogana
(Israelsky) but differs in that latero-ventral ala are 
not curved backwards when viewed dorsally, dorsal ridge 
is better developed, and in its smaller dimensions. The 
lack of sufficient specimens prevents the specific place­
ment of this species for the Upper Cretaceous contains 
a large variety of forms generally fitting this descrip­
tion and differing only in minor respects.
Dimensions: C.tf0 x 0,4S mm.
Locality: A-l.
Subfamily TRACHYLEBER1NAE Sylvester-Bradley, 194B 
Genus CYTHEREIS Jones, 1&49 
CYTHEREIS BICORNIS Israelsky, 1029 
Plate VIII, figures 9ai b
Cythereis bicornis Israelsky, 1929, Arkansas Geological 
Survey« bulletin 2, p. 19, pl. , figs. lba-c.
Cythereis bicornis Alexander, 1929, Texas University 
Bulletin2$07, p. 100, pl. B, flgs7 k, f>.
? Cythereis niobraensis Morrow, 1934, Journal of Paleon­
tology. vol. 8. p. 203, pl. 31, f 1 gi. b, I$a-c.
Cythereis niobraensis Loetterle, 1937, Nebraska Geologi- 
C|_l Sugvey^ Second Series, Bulletin 12, p. 34, p H  9,
Cythereis bicornis Alexander, 1939, Shreveport Geological 
Society. Guide Book. 14th Annual H e l d  Trip, p. 66*
Cythereis bicornis Albritton, 1941, Field and Lab.. Dallas, 
vol. 10, no. 1, pp. 51, 60.
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Cythereis cf. C. bicornis Swain, 1943, Maryland Board
of tjaturar Resources. Cretaceous and Tertiary Sub­
surface Geology. p. 200. pl. I1), figs, 15, lo.
Cythereis bicornis Swain, 1952, United States Geological 
Survey, Professional Paper 234-S, p. 85, nl, 9,
f i g .  31.
Cythereis bicornis Howe and Laurencich, 1958. Introduc­
tion to the "Study of Cretaceous Ostracoaa, Louisiana 
State'TJniversity Press, p. 183, 1 fig.
DIAGNOSIS: A species of the genus Cythereis char­
acterized by a pronounced laterally projecting spine de­
veloped at posterior termination of ventral ridge,
DESCRIPTION: Sexually dimorphous, females shorter
and more compact than males. Carapace in lateral view 
oblong, sub-ovate, narrowing abruptly In posterior por­
tion, highest anteriorly at glassy eye spot; anterior 
compressed, margin broadly and obliquely rounded, rimmed, 
denticulate; posterior narrow, compressed, rimmed, angu­
late at middle, in well preserved specimens denticulate 
below point of angulation; dorsal margin straight, obscured 
posterior of middle by dorsal ridge; ventral margin nearly 
straight; dorsal ridge nearly straight in posterior por­
tion and elevated above dorsal margin behind middle, an­
terior portion lower and somewhat irregular; sinuous median 
ridge located just behind distinct muscle node, anterior 
portion bends downward just behind muscle node; muscle 
node connected to eye spot by a low ridge; well developed 
ventral ridge nearly straight, bears small nodes and 
ridges, terminates posteriorly in a pronounced, laterally
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extended spine, anteriorly, ventral ridge is confluent 
with anterior marginal rim; beneath this ridge is a less 
well developed ridge which partially obscures ventral 
margin, this subventral ridge joins ventral ridge ante­
riorly; surface of carapace between longitudinal ridges 
bears irregular reticulations; left valve with a low 
hinge ear which overlaps right valve; marginal area mod­
erately wide anteriorly, bears numerous radial pore canals; 
line of concrescence coincides with inner margin; muscle 
scars not observable; hingement amphidont with smooth 
teeth.
REMARKS: This species differs slightly from the
paratyoe of Cythereis bicornis Israelsky (paratype slide 
no. 5344, Ur. H. V, Howe's collection, Louisiana State 
University) in not being as deeply sculptured. Within 
the Brownstown formation of Arkansas, this species evolves 
from fairly ornate and deeply sculptured forms near the 
base of the formation to specimens which are practically 
smooth at the top of the formation. However, the speci­
mens from the base of the Brownstown are still less deeply 
sculptured than the type C. bicornis which, according 
to Israelsky (1929), came from the underlying Tokio for­
mation. No specimens of C. bicornis were observed in 
the Tokio samples examined.
Dimensions: O.67 x 0.36 nan. (male-smooth form) 
0.55 x 0.34 mm. (female-more ornate
form)
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Localities: F-2 , F-4, F-5, B-l, B-2,
E-4, B-5, 1-1, 1-2, 1-3,
1-4, H-2, H-3, H-5, G-l.
G-3, C-l, C-6, T-6, CC-1.
CYTHEREIS ? HANNAI Israelsky, 1929
Plate IX, figures 2a, b
Cythereis hannai Israelsky, 1929 > Arkansas Geological 
Survey. Bulletin 2, p. 16, pl, if A , figs. la-c.
Cythereis hannai Alexander, 1929, Shreveport Geological 
^ocie tv. Gui de Book, 14th Annual Field Trip, p. 66.
Cythereis hannai Howe and Laurencich, 195&, Introduction 
to the Study of Cretaceous Ostracoda. Louisiana ~~ 
State University Press, p. 200^1 fig.
JIAGNOSIS: A species questionably of the genus
Cythereis characterized by the lack of dorsal and ventral 
ridges and by a somewhat inflated caraDace.
DESCRIPTION: Sexually dimorphous, females shorter
and more compact than males. Carapace in lateral view 
oblong, semiquadrate, greatest height anterior at glassy 
eye spot; anterior compressed, margin broadly and obliquely 
rounded, rimmed, denticulate; posterior compressed, an­
gulate just below middle, denticulate with a longer spine 
at point of angulation in well preserved specimens; dorsal 
and ventral margins nearly straight; central portion of 
carapace inflated, Inflated portion outlined postero- 
dorsally by a short vertical ridge, postero-ventrally 
by an indistinct swelling; distinct muscle swelling
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connected to glassy eye spot by a low arcuate ridge; sur­
face of carapace finely reticulate; left valve slightly 
larger than right overlapping at anterior cardinal angle; 
marginal area widest anteriorly with numerous radial pore 
canals each terminating in a spine on denticulate margin; 
line of concrescence coincides with inner margin; muscle 
scars not observable; hingement amphidont.
REMARKS: Generic designation uncertain. This species
does not fit the description of the genus Cythereis as 
given by Triebel (1940) in that it lacks well developed 
dorsal and ventral ridges, flattened dorsum and venter, 
and a well developed hinge ear,
Dimensions: 0,50 x 0,27 mm, (female)
0,61 x 0.29 mm. (male)
Localities: F-4, F-5, B-l, B-2, 1-3,
1-4, H-5.
CYTHEREIS ? SPOORI Israelsky, 1929
Plate IX, figures 5a, b
Cythereis spoori Israelsky, 1929* Arkansas Geological 
Survey. Bulletin 2, p, 17, pl, 4A, figs. 4, 5*
Cythereis spoori Alexander. 1939. Shreveport Geological 
• TSeel«Ev. M i d .  Book, ifcth Annual Pield Ti*p,p.V66.
Cythereis ? spoori Howe and Laurencich, 195(3, Introduc­
tion to the Study of Cretaceous Ostracoda" Louisiana 
State University Press, pp. 235-*!}6, 2 figs.
DIAGNOSIS: A species questionably of the genus
Cythereis characterized by a reticulate surface and an
obliquely oriented ventral ridge.
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DESCHIJTION: Sexually dimorphous, females shorter
and more compact than males. Carapace in lateral view 
oblong, sub-ovate, greatest height at antero-dorsal angle; 
anterior margin rounded, rimmed, finely denticulate; pos­
terior narrower, indistinctly rimmed, finely denticulate, 
roundly angulate in left valve, more pronounced angulation 
in right; dorsal margin obscured by noorly developed dor­
sal ridge, left valve with prominent hinge ear developed 
just above eye spot; ventral margin nearly straight, 
slightly concave in right valve, bears a poorly developed 
marginal ridge; surface coarsely reticulate; muscle node 
prominent, connected to eye spot by low ridge; median 
ridge extends posteriorly from muscle node; ventral ridge 
obliquely oriented, rises posteriorly; left valve slightly 
larger than right overlapping at hinge ear; marginal area 
narrow with numerous radial nore canals, many of which 
apparently bifurcate; line of concrescence coincident 
with inner margin; hingement amphidont with bifid ante­
rior tooth in right valve; muscle scar pattern consists 
of a vertical row of four sub-narallel scars with a heart 
shaped one in front.
REMARK2: This species does not entirely fit the 
description of the genus Cythereis as given by Triebel 
{1940J in that it lacks a flattened venter. The general 
shape of the carapace and particularly the arrangement 
of the ridges is somewhat suggestive of the genus 
Henrvhowella Puri, 1957.
9:
X  C.3? ’i. tmaxo)
.50 x 0.30 mm, r e r r c l -  ;
- o c o l  i t i e a -2, F-4, F-5, B-2, H-2.
CYTHuH^io 7 M. SF. 1 
i late IF, figures 4a-c 
DIAGNOSIS: A species questionably referred to the
genus 3ytherels characterised by a sub-rhomboids! outline 
in lateral view an 1 a . r\ -d ven* ral ridge.
jiiSGitli Tl^N: Gexually dimorph-.-us, females shorter
and more compact than males , In ] at era 1 vi ••*•; t ub - 
rh '-rnboidal, highest anteriorly; anteri <: r margin compressed , 
obliquely rounded, rimmed, bearing numerous, short, M u n t  
spines; posterior margin narrow, compressed, tapering 
upward to an acute angle above median line, rimmed, den­
ticulate below middle; dorsal margin straight, obscured 
by dorsal ridge; ventral margin convex with a well devel­
oped marginal rim; dorsal ridge sharp, high, develops 
an indistinct tubercle at postero-dorsal angle and then 
becomes continuous with posterior marginal rim, anteri­
orly is confluent with anterior marginal rim; median ridge 
extremely sharp and high, curves slightly downward in 
anterior portion and sharply downward at posterior ter­
mination; ventral ridge is recurved, curves abruptly down­
ward at posterior termination and then curves anteriorly
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just above ventral margin and continues anteriorly as 
a sub-ventral ridge until it terminates just behind an­
terior termination of ventral ridge; surface between 
longitudinal ridges ornamented by sharp, vertical ribs; 
marginal area narrow; line of concrescence coincides with 
inner margin; radial pore canals straight, few in number 
and widely spaced above middle of anterior margin, numer­
ous and closely spaced below middle; muscle scar pattern 
a closely spaced vertical row of four elongate scars with 
a larger one in front; hingement amphidont, right valve 
with a smooth, triangular, anterior tooth, a postadjacent 
socket, a narrow, apparently finely crenulate median 
groove, and an elongate, finely crenulate posterior tooth, 
left valve complementary.
RiiMARKS: Differs from Veenia gapensls (Alexander)
in possessing a distinctive recurved ventral ridge. The 
supplemental ventral ridge suggests that this species 
is tending toward the genus Veenia Butler and Jones and
is apparently intermediate between Cythereis and Veenia.
This species based on twelve specimens.
Dimensions: 0.55 x 0.30 mm. (male)
0.4B x 0.30 mm. (female)
Localities: H-L, H-5.
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CYTHEREIS ? M. SP. 2 
Plate XI, figures 5a-c
DIAGNOSIS: A species questionably of the genus
Cythereis characterized by an elongate muscle swelling 
separated from the short median ridge by a shallow sulcus 
giving the impression of a bifid median ridge.
DESCRIPTION: Caranace in lateral view sub-rectangu­
lar, tapering posteriorly, highest anteriorly; anterior 
margin comoressed, broadly and obliquely rounded, rimmed, 
denticulate; posterior margin narrower, comnressed, roundly 
angulate, rimmed, denticulate below middle; dorsal margin 
straight, sloning slightly downward posteriorly, partially 
obscured by dorsal ridge, low hinge ear developed over 
eye spot in left valve; ventral margin nearly straight, 
sloping upward posteriorly, bears marginal rim; dorsal 
ridge rounded, sinuous, separated from distinct eye spot 
by a shallow sulcus, terminates in a low boss at postero- 
dorsal angle; median ridge rounded, short, slightly con­
cave downward, extends anteriorly to just behind center 
where it is separated from muscle swelling by a shallow 
sulcus; muscle swelling elongate, rounded, sloping slightly 
antero-ventrally; ventral ridge rounded, straight, extends 
from just above postero-ventral angle to just short of 
marginal rim at antero-ventral angle; surface between 
ridges smooth; hingement amphidont with a smooth, trian­
gular anterior tooth, a postadjacent socket, a narrow
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median groove, and a smooth, rounded oosterior tooth in 
right valve, left valve complementary; left valve largest 
overlapning at hinge ear; marginal area moderately wide 
anteriorly and posteriorly with numerous, slightly sinu­
ous radial pore canals in grouns of two and three; line 
of concrescence coincides with inner margin; muscle scar 
pattern consists of a vertical row of three to four elon­
gate scars with a U-shaped one in front.
REMARK 0: This soecies belongs to that group of
Ostracoda which includes the species that Alexander (1929) 
considered to be Cythereis semjplicata (Reuss). Alexan­
d e r ^  species differs from C, semjplicata (Reuss) in that 
the dorsal and ventral ridges extend forward beyond the 
area of muscle swelling and the dimensions are larger 
(Bonnema, 1940; Howe and Laurencich, 195&). Cythereis ? 
n. sp. 1 is generally similar to Cythereis semjplicata 
of Alexander (1929) but differs in that median ridge is 
separated from muscle node by a well developed sulcus. 
Generic designation is in question, lacks the pronounced 
flattened dorsum and venter and angular ridges character­
istic of the genus Cythereis. This snecies based on eleven 
specimens.
Dimensions: 0.53 x 0.39 mm.
Locality: T-6.
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CYTHEREIS ? ST.
Plate IX, figures 3a, b
DIAGNOSIS: A species questionably of the genus
Cythereis characterized by a well developed dorsal ridge 
which bends abruptly downward at its posterior termina­
tion, a well developed ventral ridge which turns abruptly 
upward at its posterior termination, and the lack of a 
median ridge.
DESCRIPTION: Carapace oblong, ovate, highest at
eye spot; anterior margin compressed, broadly rounded, 
rimmed, finely denticulate; posterior margin narrower, 
tapering to an acute angle at middle, rimmed, compressed, 
bearing several short, blunt spines on lower portion; 
ventral margin nearly straight, curving upward slightly 
in posterior portion; dorsal margin straight, sloping 
slightly downward posteriorly; surface of carapace bears 
dorsal and ventral ridges but lacks median ridge, dorsal 
ridge sinuous, develops a low, rounded boss at postero- 
dorsal angle and then bends abruptly downward, anteriorly 
is separated from glassy eye spot by a shallow sulcus; 
ventral ridge develops a low, rounded boss at its poste­
rior termination and then turns abruptly upward, anteri­
orly is continuous with anterior marginal rim; muscle 
swelling is developed and medianly located; surface of 
carapace finely pitted; left valve with a low hinge ear 
which overlaps right valve slightly; internal character­
istics not observable.
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REMARKS: Only one specimen of this species is in
the writer's collection and this specimen closely resem­
bles no known species. Generally similar to Cythereis 
wintoni Alexander but differs in being shorter, higher, 
with less pointed posterior and more pronounced dorsal 
and ventral bosses. Lacks the median ridge characteris­
tic of the genus Cythereis.
Dimensions: 0.4-6 x 0.2? mm.
Locality: F-l.
Genus VEENIA Butler and Jones, 1957
VEENIA cf. VEENIA GAPENSIS (Alexander), 1929
Plate IX, figures la, b
Cythere gapensls Alexander, 1929, University of Texas 
Bulletin 2^07, p. £4 , pl. 6 , £igs. 16, 177
Cythere gapensis Howe and Laurencich, 1956, Introduction 
to the StucTv of Cretaceous Ostracoda. Louisiana 
State University Press, p. 15&, 2 figs.
DIAGNOSIS: A species of the genus Veenia character-
/
ized by prominent vertical ridges between the longitudinal 
ridges.
DESCRIPTION: Sexually dimorphous, females more com­
pact and shorter than males. Carapace in lateral view 
sub-rhomboidal, highest anteriorly; anterior margin ob­
liquely rounded, compressed, rimmed, denticulate; poste­
rior narrower, compressed, rimmed, denticulate, roundly
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angulate, more rounded in left valve than right; dorsal 
outline nearly straight, dorsal margin obscured by dorsal 
ridge, left valve with hinge ear developed over eye spot; 
ventral margin convex, rimmed, partially obscured by ven­
tral ridge; surface of carapace bears a dorsal ridge, 
two median ridges, and a ventral ridge; upper median ridge 
located approximately at median line and is continuous 
with irregular muscle swelling; lower median ridge located 
just above ventral ridge and extends from just above 
postero-ventral angle to anterior marginal rim; surface 
between longitudinal ridges ornamented by numerous ver­
tical ribs; left valve largest overlapping at hinge ear; 
marginal area narrow; lin^ of concrescence coincides with 
inner margin; radial pore canals straight, widely and 
irregularly spaced; muscle scars indistinct but apparently 
consists of a vertical row of four with a heart shaped 
one in front; hingement amphidont, right valve with a 
pronounced tubular, smooth, anterior tooth, postadjacent 
socket, a narrow, apparently finely crenulate median groove, 
and an elongate, low, finely crenulate posterior tooth, 
left valve complementary.
RiuMARKS: No type specimen was available for compari­
son. Identification was made from Alexander’s descrip­
tion and illustrations, however, Alexander listed the 
dimensions of the holotyne as 0.70 mm. in length which 
is considerably larger than the specimens collected from
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the Brownstown formation. Arrangement: of the ridges and 
general shape of the carapace place this species in the 
renus Veenia.
dimensions: C.50 x 0*27 rrnn, (female)
0,56 x 0.79 mm, (male)
Localities: 1-1+, F-l, CC-1.
VLLN1A AEACHJILLS (Berry), 1 9 o
'Jate XI, figur-r 4a, b
Cythere arachoides Berry , 197 5', Ameri can Jcarnal of 
Science. vol. 209, p. 4^4, fig. 5.
Cythere rectangulapora Burrj' ^ 197 5, Ameri can J o u m a l  of 
Science, vol. 2Oft, p. 4c.^, fig. 0.
Cythere rectangulapora Alexander, lp29, Texas University 
Bulletin P. 74 .
Cythereis ivii Israelsky, 1929, Arkansas Geo1oglcal Purvey. 
Bulletin 2, p. 15, pl. 3A, figs. 14a-c.
Brachycythere arachoides Schmidt, 194&, Journal of Faleon­
tology. vol. 27, p. 415, pi. 62, figs, 13, TT.
Not Cvthereis ivil Skinner, 1956, Transactions of Gulf
Coast Association of Geological Societies,~^>th Annual 
Meeting, p. 195, pI7 3, figs. 6a^7^
Cythere multipora Skinner, 1956, Transactions of Gulf
Coast Association of Geological Societies. 6tTi~£nnual 
Meeting, p. $0, pl. 2, figs. i+a-3I
Veenia arachoides Butler and Jones, 1957, Louisiana De­
partment of'" Conservation. Geological Survey. Bulletin 
32, p. 46, pl. T, H g .  4.
VelarocYthere arachoides Brown, 1957, North Carolina De­
partment o ^  Conservation and Development. Division 
of Mine r a r ftesources, Bulletin 7or p. 22, pl, 5, 
rigs. 16-13.
Veenia arachoides Howe and Laurencich, 195#, Introduction 
to the Study of Cretaceous Ostracoda. Louisiana 
State University Press, p. !>10, 1 fig.
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DIAGNOSIS: A species of the genus Veenia character­
ized by a coarsely reticulate surface.
LfbSCRIr TION: In lateral view semi-ovate, narrowing
markedly posteriorly, highest at eye spot; caraoace in­
flated latero-ventrally, compressed anterior margi*- broadly 
and obliquely rounded, denticulate; posterior compressed, 
narrow, margin angulate, denticulate below median line; 
dorsal outline arched, margin obscured by dorsa1 ridge; 
ventral margin convex; dorsal, median, and ventral ridges 
low and rounded, dorsal ridge turns downward just behind 
eye spot and is separated from eye spot by a well defined 
sulcus, a large depression located just behind downturned 
portion of dorsal margin; prominent hinge ear developed 
just above eye snot in left valve; median ridge confluent 
anteriorly with broad, low, indistinct muscle swelling; 
a low ridge connects muscle swelling to eye spot; ventral 
ridge indistinct, located just above and parallel to ven­
tral margin; surface of carapace reticulate, reticulations 
tend to be arranged parallel to the margins; left valve 
slightly larger than right overlapping only at hinge ear; 
marginal areas moderately wide anteriorly and posteriorly 
with numerous straight radial pore canals; line of con­
crescence coincident with inner margin; muscle scar pat­
tern consists of a vertical row of four elongate, diagonally 
oriented scars with a heart shaped one in front; hingement 
amphidont with a slightly crenulate posterior tooth.
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Dimensions: 0*71 x 0.42 mm*
Localities: DD-3 , DD-4, Du-7, 
BB-3 (?).
VLENIA OZANANA (Israelsky), 1929 
Plate X, figures la-d
Cythereis ozanana Israelsky, 1929, Arkansas Geological 
Survey. Bulletin 2, p. 13, pl. 3, figs. 1-3.
Cythereis ponderosana Israelsky, 1929, Arkansas Geologi- 
cal Survey, Bulletin 2, p . 13, pl. 3A , f i g s . 5 - R •
Cythereis ponderosana Alexander, 1929, Texas University 
bulletin 290*7, p. 83, pl. 0, fig. 3*1
Cythereis ozanana Alexander, 1933, Journal of Paleontol­
ogy . v o l . ? , p. 212.
Cythereis ozanana Loetterle, 1938, Nebraska Geological 
Survey. Second Series, Bulletin 12, p. 64, pl. 11, 
fig. o.
Cythereis ozanana Alexander, 1939, Shreveport Geological 
Society. Guide Book. 14th Annual Field Trip, p. oo.
Cythereis ozanana van den Bold, 1946, Contribution to
the Study of Ostracoda.*..J. H. Debussy, Amsterdam, 
publisher, p. 98, pl. 6, figs. 12a-c.
Cythereis ozanana van den Bold, 1950, Journal of Paleon­
tology. vol. 24, p. 108.
Veenia ozanana Butler and Jones, 195V, Louisiana Depart­
ment ofyonservation. Geological Survey. bulletin 
5§,p. 44, pl. 3, figs^ 4a-e.
Veenia ozanana Howe and Laurencich, 1958, Introduction 
to the aiudv of Cretaceous Ostracoda. pp. 5i2-3l3,
Z figs.
DIAGNOSIS: A species of the genus Veenia character­
ized by a smooth surface and the posterior margin sharply
pointed at middle.
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DESCRIPTION: Sexually dimorphous, females shorter
and more compact than males; in lateral view semi-ovate, 
narrowing posteriorly, greatest height at hinge ear in 
left valve and near middle in right valve; anterior com­
pressed, margin broadly and obliquely rounded, rimmed, 
denticulate; posterior compressed, narrow, roundly angu­
late in left valve, acutely pointed at middle in right, 
several short posteriorly directed spines at point of 
angulation; dorsal outline arched, dorsal margin obscured 
by dorsal ridge; ventral margin convex; surface of cara­
pace bears three well developed, rounded ridges, dorsal 
ridge slightly sinuous, anterior end senarated from eye 
spot by a shallow sulcus, moderately well developed hinge 
ear located just above eye spot in left valve; median 
ridge slightly sinuous, confluent anteriorly with broad, 
low muscle swelling; muscle swelling connected to eye 
spot by a low arcuate ridge; ventral ridge located just 
above and parallel to ventral margin, joins anterior mar­
ginal rim; surface between ridges smooth except for sev­
eral pits adjacent to each ridge and an elongate, shallow 
depression beneath anterior portion of dorsal ridge; left 
valve slightly larger than right overlapping only at hinge 
ear; marginal area moderately wide with numerous, slightly 
sinuous radial pore canals in groups of two and three; 
line of concrescence coincides with inner margin; muscle 
scar pattern a vertical row of four scars with a heart
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shaped one in front; hingement amphidont with smooth an­
terior and posterior teeth.
Dimensions: 0.76 x 0.42 mm. (male)
0.63 x 0.40 nm. (female)
Localities: H-2, H-4, H-3, T-2, T-4,
1-3, 1-4, F-2, F-4, F-5.
B-2, B-l, G-l, G-2, BB-j,
BB-4.
LOCATION OF SAMPLES
The locations of all measured sections from which
samples were ccllected for faunal study are listed below.
The strafifrraphic position of each sample is shown on
Plate II
SECTION A, samples A-I, A-2.
Location: 0.83 miles west of 1MJW Railroad
crossing on Arkansas Hwy. No. 24 
in SE/4, SE/4, Sec. 19, T-"-S, R-2 5-W 
in road cut on north side of road 
in Hempstead County, Arkansas.
SECTION 3, samples B-l, B-2, B-3.
Location: 1.9 miles west of F&NW Railroad
ci’ossing on Arkansas Hwy. No. 24 
in SE/4, SE/A, Sec. 24, T-9-S, R-26-W 
in road cut on south side of road 
in Hempstead County, Arkansas.
SECTION C, samples C-l, C-2, C-3 , C-4, C-5, C-6.
Location: 0.15 miles east on Arkansas Hwy.
No, 24 from intersection with road 
to Doyle Church, or 5*3 miles east 
of Nashville on Hwy. No. 24 in SE/4,
SE/4, Sec. 22, T-9-S, R-26-W in road 
cut on north side of road in Hempstead 
County, Arkansas.
SECTION E, samples E-l, E-2, S-3 , E-4, E-5.
Location: 1.1 miles south of Nashville on Ar­
kansas Hwy. No. 4 in center of NE/4 ,
Sec. 1, T-10-S, R-27-W in road cut 
on east side of road and in gully 
on west side of road in Howard County, 
Arkansas.
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SECTION F. samples F-l, F-2, F-3, F-4, F-5.
Location: 0.1 miles west of Gravelly Hill
Church on road from Ben Lomand to 
Brownstown in NE/cor., NW/4 , NW/4,
Sec. 10, T-ll-S, R-29-W in road cut 
and gully on south side of road in 
Sevier County, Arkansas.
SECTION G. samples G-l, G-2, G-3.
Location: 0.6 miles west of Gravelly Hill
Church on road from Ben Lomand to 
Brownstown in NE/4, NE/4, Sec. 9,
T-ll-S, R-29-W in creek bank on 
south side of road In Sevier County, 
Arkansas.
SECTION H, samnles H-l, H-2, H-3, H-4, H-5.
Location: Intersection of Arkansas Hwy. No.
27 and road to Brownstown in settle­
ment of Ben Lomand in SW/4 SE/4,
Sec. 5, T-ll-5, R-29-W in Sevier 
County, Arkansas.
SECTION I, samples 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 1-5, 1-6, 1-7, I-fi.
Location: 0,5 miles east of Wilson Creek on
road to Ben Lomand from U. S, Hwy,
No. 71 in center of NW/4, Sec. 5,
T-ll-S, R-29-W in Sevier County,
Arkansas,
SECTION K, sample K-l.
Location: 1.0 miles north on U. S. Hwy. No.
71 from intersection with road to 
Ben Lomand in center of S/2, NW/4,
Sec. 36, T-10-S, R-30-W in road cut 
on west side of road in Sevier County, 
Arkansas.
SECTION L, sample L-l, L-2.
Location: 0.9 miles north on U. S. Hwy. No.
71 from intersection with road to 
Ben Lomand in SE/4, NW/4 , Sec. 36,
T-10-S, R-30-W in road cut on east 
side of road in Sevier County,
Arkansas.
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SECTION 0. samples 0-1, 0-2, 0-3, 0-4, 0-5.
Location: 0.1 miles east of intersection with
U. S, Hwy. No. 71 on road to Ben 
Lomand in SW/4 SW/4, Sec. 31, T-10-S, 
R-29-W in bluff of unnamed creek 
in Sevier County, Arkansas.
SECTION P, samples P-l, P-2, P-3, P-4, i-5, P-6 , f-7, P-S.
Location: 1.0 miles south of Milford on road
to Lyons Church in NW/4, SW/4, Sec.
10, T-10-S, R-29-W in road cut on 
west side of road in Sevier County, 
Arkansas.
SECTION £, samples Q-l, Q-2, Q-3.
Location: 0.3 miles east of intersection with
N. S. Hwy. No. 71 on road to Ben 
Lomand in S/2, SW/4, Sec. 31, T-10-S, 
H-29-W in road cut on north side 
of road in Sevier County, Arkansas.
S&CTIQN R, sample R-l.
Location: 0.6 miles north of intersection with
road to Ben Lomand on U. S. Hwy.
No. 71 in NE/4, SW/4 Sec. 36, T-1C-S, 
R-30-W in gully on west side of road 
in Sevier County, Arkansas,
SECTION T, samples T-l, T-2 , T-3, T-4, T-5, T-6, T-7.
Location: 1.1 miles west of Oklahoma-ArPansas
line on Oklahoma Highway No. 21 in 
road cut on south side of road and 
in excavation on north side of road 
in the SW/4 of Sec. 25, T-9-S, R-27-E 
in McCurtain County, Oklahoma.
SECTION AA, sample AA-3.
Location: 0.14 miles south of center of bridge
over Middle Fork Osan Creek on Ar­
kansas Hwy. No. 4 in SE/4, NW/4,
Sec. 20, T-10-S, R-26-W in road cut 
on west side of road in Hempstead 
County, Arkansas.
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SECTION BB, samples BB-2, BB-3, BB-4.
Location: 1.4 miles north of intersection in 
Toilette on Arkansas Hwy. No. 55 
in SE/4 , SW/4, Sec. 33, T-10-S, R-27-W 
in road cut on west siae of road in 
Howard County, Arkansas.
SECTION CC, sample CC-1.
Location: 1,9 miles north of intersection in
Toilette on Arkansas Hv/y, No. 55 
in S/2 NW/4, Sec. 33, T-10-S, R-27-W
in roaa cut on east side of road in 
Howard County, Arkansas.
SECTION uu, samples DJ.2, DD-3, Du-4, DD-5, De-6, DD-7.
Location: 0.27 miles east of center of bridge
over Bradshaw Creek on Arkansas Hwy.
No. 26 in NW/4, S .v/4, Sec. 25, T-7-S,
R-21-W in road cut on north side
of road in Clark County, Arkansas.
SECTION GO, samples GG-1, GG-2, GG-3.
Location: 6.0 miles west of Nashville on Ar­
kansas Hwy. No. 24 in NW/4, NW/4,
Sec. 25, T-9-S, R-2C-W in Howard 
County, Arkansas.
SECTION HH, samples HH-1, HH-2.
Location: 5.3 miles west of Nashville on Ar­
kansas Hwy. No. 24 in center of NE/4, 
Section 25, T-9-S, R-2&-W in Howard 
County, Arkansas.
SECTION JJ, samples JJ-1, JJ-2, JJ-3.
Location: 3.6 miles west of Nashville on Ar­
kansas Hwy. No. 24 in NE/4, NW/4 ,
Sec. 29, T-9-S, R-27-W, Howard County, 
Arkansas.
SECTION KK. samples KK-1 , KK-2, KK-3 , KK-4, KK-5, KK-6.
Location: 0,3 miles east of bridge over Ingram
Creek on Arkansas Hwy. No. 27 in 
NE/4, SE/4, Sec. 23, T-10-S, R-2B-W 
in Howard County, Arkansas.
PLATE VI
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
la, b Cytherelia austinensis Alexander. Fig.
la exterior leTt valve view of complete 
female specimen. Fig. lb exterior left 
valve view of complete male specimen. 
Approximately X 40.
?a, b Cytherelia sp. Fig. ?a dorsal view. Fig.
2o exterior left valve view of complete 
snecimen. Approximately X 40.
3a, b Cytherelia n. sp. 1. Fig. 3a dorsal view.
Fig. 3b exterior left valve view of complete 
specimen. Approximately X 40.
4 Cytherelloidea ozanana Sexton. Exterior
right valve view, Female. Approximately 
X 40.
5a, b Cytherelloidea sp. Fig, 5a exterior left 
valve view, Female. Fig. 5b exterior left 
valve view, male. Approximately X 40.
6 Bairdoppilata rotunda (Alexander). Exte-
rior right valve view of complete specimen. 
Approximately X 40.
7a-c Haplocvtheridea ? n. sp. 1* Fig. 7a dorsal 
view. Fig. 7bexterior right valve view, 
complete specimen. Fig. 7c exterior left 
valve view, complete specimen. Approximately 
X 40.
£ Krithe cf. £. postpro.lecta Schmidt. Exte­
rior right valve view, complete specimen. 
Approximately X 40.
9 Cytherelloidea tollettensis Sexton. Exte-
rlor right valve view, Female. Approximately 
X 40.
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PLATE VII
Figure la, b Kocytheropteron sp. Fig. la exterior right
valve view. Pig. lb exterior left valve 
view. Apnroximately X AO.
Figure 2a-c Haplocytheridea ? plummeri (Alexander).
Pig. 2a exterior right valve view of com- 
olete female specimen. Fig. 2b exterior 
right valve view of complete male specimen. 
Fig. 2c details of hingement of left valve. 
Approximately X 40.
Figure 3a-c Asciocythere n. sp. 1. Fig. 3a exterior
le£t valve view. Fig. 3b exterior right 
valve view. Fig. 3c dorsal view. Approxi­
mately X 40.
Figure 4a-d Haplocytheridea ? n. sp. 2. Fig. 4a exte­
rior right valve view of complete female 
specimen. Fig. 4b exterior left valve view, 
female. Fig. 4c dorsal view, female. Fig. 
4d exterior left valve view, male. Approxi­
mately X 40*
Figure 5a-c Cytheridea ? n. sp. 1. Fig. 5a exterior 
right valve view, complete specimen. Fig.
5b dorsal view. Fig. 5c exterior left valve 
view. Approximately X 40.
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PLATE VIII
1 Qrthonotacvthere hannai (Israelaky). Ex­
terior right valve view. Aporoximately
X 40.
2 Qrthonotacvthere scrobiculata Alexander.
Exterior right valve view. Approximately 
X 40.
3 Brachycythere ledaforma {Israelsky). Ex­
terior right valve view, complete specimen. 
Approximately X 40.
4a-c Brachycythere n. sp. 1. Fig. 4a exterior
right valve view, complete specimen. Fig.
4b ventral view. Fig. 4c exterior left 
valve view. Approximately X 40.
5 Brachycythere n. sp. 2. Exterior right
valve view, complete specimen. Approximately 
X 40.
6a, b Brachycythere n. sp. 3. Fig. 6a dorsal
view, rig. 6b exterior right valve view, 
complete specimen. Approximately X 40.
7a-c Brachycythere cf. B. tavlorensis (Alexander). 
Pig. 7a exterior rTght valve view, complete 
specimen. Fig. 7b dorsal view. Fig. 7c 
exterior left valve view. Approximately 
X 40.
£ Brachycythere sphenoides (Reuss). Exterior
right valve view, complete specimen. Ap­
proximately X 40.
9a, b Cythereis bicornls Israelsky. Fig. 9a ex- 
terior left valve view, female. Fig. 9b 
exterior right valve view, male. Approxi­
mately X 40.
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PLATE IX
Figu re la-b Veenia cf, V. gapensls (Alexander). Fig.
la exterior left valve view, female. Fig, 
lb exterior right valve view, male. Approxi­
mately X 40.
Figure 2a, b Cythereis ? hannai Israelsky. Fig. 2a ex­
terior left valve view, male. Fig. 2b ex­
terior left valve view, female. Approximately 
X 40,
Figure 3a, b Cythereis ? sp. Fig. 3a dorsal view. Fig.
3d exterior right valve view. Approximately 
X 40.
Figure 4a-c Cythereis ' n. sp. 1 . Fig. 4a exterior
left valve view, male. Fig. 4b exterior 
left valve view, female. Fig. 4c exterior 
right valve view, female. Approximately 
X 40.
Figure 5a, b Cythereis ? spoori (Israelsky). Fig. 5a
exterior left valve view. Fig. 5b exterior 
right valve view. Approximately X 40.
Figure 6a-c Alatacythere ? n. sp. 1. Fig. 6a exterior
left valve view. Fig, 6b dorsal view.
Fig. 6c exterior right valve view. Approxi­
mately X 40.
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PLATE X
Figure
Figure
Figure
la-d Veenia ozanana (Israelsky). Fig. exte­
rior left valve view, female. Fig. lb ex­
terior right valve view, female. Fig. 1c 
exterior left valve view, male. Fig. Id
exterior right valve view, male. Approxi­
mately X 40.
2a-: A3 atacythere cf. A. ponderosana (Israelsky).
Fig. 2a exterior right valve view. Fig.
?b exterior left valve view. Fig, 2c dorsal
view. Approximately X 40.
3a, b Alatacythero tokiana (Israelsky). Fig.
3a exterior left valve view. Fig. 3b dor­
sal view. Approximately X 40,
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PLATE XI
Figure I Paracypris sp. Exterior left valve view.
Approximately X 40.
Figure 2a, b Haplocytheridaa ? sp. Fig. 2a exterior
left valve view. Fig. 2b exterior right 
valve view. Approximately X 40,
Figure 3 Or*bonotacythere sp. Exterior left valve
view. Approximately X 40.
Figure 4a, b Veenia aracholdes (3e~ry), Fig. 4a exte-
rior left valve view'. Fig. 4b exterior 
right valve view. Arpr xinately X 40.
Figure 5a-e Cythereis ? n. s~. 2. Fig. 5a exterior
left valve view. Fig. 5b dorsal view.
Fig, 5c exterior right valve view. Approxi­
mately X 40.
Figure 6a, fc Monoceratina sp. Fig. 6a external right
valve view. Fig. 6b dorsal view. Approxi­
mately X 40.
Figure 7a, b Pterygocvthere sp. Fig. 7a exterior left
valve view. Fig. 7b dorsal view. Approxi­
mately X 40.
Figure fS Haplocvtheridea ? insolita (Alexander and
Alexander). Exterior left valve view, com­
plete specimen. Approximately X 40.
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